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Foreword 

 

People often ask me why I am interested in Japan and Japanese culture, and especially why I 

am interested in shintō. 

It is difficult of course to say the reason why, and I can just say I remember this interest can 

be traced back to the days I was a child, but it is only as an adult and a student in architecture, 

that I could start to intellectualize this attraction I had for Japan. Though I dare not claim I 

know everything about Japan now, I am ashamed of the ignorance I had that time about 

Japanese culture in general. Though France and Japan have many connections and many 

cultural exchanges, it seemed, and I think it still seems to me that they are conditioned by 

what French people wish to see as an image of Japan, as well as what Japanese people wish to 

give as an image of Japan to foreigners. Translations of the most famous Japanese writers can 

be bought anywhere in France, exhibition of Japanese classic and modern fine arts, kabuki, 

rakugo or budō performances, taiko concerts can be seen frequently, especially in Paris. And 

Paris, which happens to be my hometown, entered into an agreement with Kyoto in 1958. 

I believed in the materials I could find in my country, books and papers written in French or 

English, exhibitions and cultural events. Indeed, I thought I knew much about Japanese 

culture and I had all every tool to understand Japan, but this was until I went to Japan for the 

first time. 

This first trip to Japan was a big step in this evolution: the fantasies about Far East and Japan 

in particular, some of them were confirmed in a way, but on the contrary most of them were 

infirmed by what I could see. This first trip raised many questions about Japanese language 

and communication in general, consumption, education, work, family life and Japanese 

society. At that time, most of those questions remained unsolved. 

I was lucky enough to stay in a friend of mine’s house, living with her family. They could 

barely explain me the things I thought odd, but at least I had the chance to observe it from 

close and to look for the explanation by myself. 

 

At the very beginning of this research, I knew almost nothing, not to say nothing at all about 

Japanese religions. The biggest question I asked myself was: what is the difference between 

Shintoism and Buddhism? When I first asked Japanese people about their feeling about it, 

they replied, very often, that they do not know themselves. Oddly enough, they could not say 

if they were themselves Shintoist or Buddhist parishioners. I had to learn gradually that the 
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concept of religion and faith was different in Japan and in the Christian or Muslim world that 

I know, though the reason was an absolute mystery for me at the beginning. 

Marrying in shintō shrines, organising funerals in Buddhist temples, how could they practise 

different cults at the same time, this looked a bit confusing as well. 

 

My interest for Shintō dates for the first years of my studies in architecture. The subject for 

the Rehabilitation and design lesson was to choose and to analyse an opening. As the choice 

was absolutely free, I hesitated much and finally chose nor a kind of door, a type of window 

neither, but a torii. The torii, I started to study about it not knowing nothing at all about what 

it could mean: for sticks of woods assembled together, protecting or closing nothing. What 

could this mean? I do not really know if I understand it better now, but at least I think I can 

say I entered Japanese Shinto shrines by …the torii. I still cannot explain why, but this torii 

impressed me more than any Buddhist gate or temple I have ever seen. Though I did not 

really understand what it was, I was amazed by the extreme simplicity of this device. No door 

on it, no fence on the side to prevent passing through: does it even have a function? I asked 

myself. It seemed the most minimalist entering one can imagine. 

 

At that time I could get some extremely basic understanding about Shintoism in general.  

The few and basic things I could understand were about Shintoism, it was described as the 

native religion of Japan, while Buddhism was something imported and represented an 

important influence of the continent on Japan. I could understand in my further studies that 

things were a bit more complex than that. 

About architecture and space, I could barely find some information in Western language, but I 

could understand at least that the access to the shrine and the relation with its precincts were 

very important points. 

 

This was about my 3rd year of studies in architecture school, and I decided to continue the 

investigation about the next year, for the 4th year research report. This time, I felt like I 

needed to “unzoom” on the subject I started the year before.  

I was wondering if I had missed something about Japanese religious architecture by studying 

a detail point like the torii, if we can call that a detail. To understand what Shinto architecture 

was, I was in a step where I needed to get a global view of Japanese religious architecture.  

The first impression I had about Shinto was that it explained many things about Japanese 

people mentality, their behaviour, and so many things about their culture. It seemed quite 
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simple to understand, it stuck in all points the pure minimalism and simplicity that composed 

an ideal of Japan.  

But I suddenly suspected myself of having interpretated it that way. Maybe if I studied 

Buddhism and its architecture I would find the same interest. I took the decision to write a 

report on the evolution of Shinto shrines on one half and of Buddhist temples in the other half 

part. 

Only by the pictures, photographs, and maps, on the graphic materials I had it was obvious 

that the precincts of a Shinto shrine and a Buddhist temple were quite different. The 

photographs of Buddhist temple showed spaces with no trees, a nature dominated by man, a 

monumental architecture disposed in a perfect symmetry. This contrasted quite much with the 

image of the Shinto shrines, hidden in dense and wild vegetation. More than the proportions 

and disposition of the pavilions, the mood and the ambiance looked important. It showed 

something mysterious those pictures, more than any explanation, made me feel the presence 

of the kami in which believe Japanese people. 

 

This comparison between Shintoist and Buddhist architecture indeed gave me a global point 

of view that I definitely lacked before. But oddly enough it was the confirmation for me that I 

wanted to focus on Shinto shrines in particular. 

 

The next year then, as a master degree research report, I logically chose to write about Shinto 

architecture. I must confess I am very ashamed about it now. The report consists almost on 

generalities about the different kinds of pavilions that can be seen in a Shinto shrine. This is 

precisely the misunderstanding that happens about Shinto architecture seen by Western 

scholars: focusing on the pavilions, and not even mentioning the precincts and the relation 

with nature. The roots of Shinto cult, what we call a Shinto shrine, are deeply related to the 

cult of nature. Though it is obvious for any Japanese and very lively in nowadays popular 

Japanese culture, it seems that the Western scholars are denying this essential part of Shinto 

and of the Japanese traditions. 

 

Before talking further about Shinto architecture from a Western point of view, it can be useful 

to develop about the material in Western language about Shinto architecture and Shinto in 

general. The most basic knowledge about Shinto religion in general can be found in the book 

of Edmond Rochedieu, “Le shintoïsme”. This book may look a bit general, and indeed it does 

not go in depth in the subject of Shinto but it gives some basic knowledge about the Kojiki 
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and Nihon Shoki and the legends written in the ancient texts. The tale of the creation of the 

world by the deities Izanami and Izanagi, the birth of the Sun Goddess Amaterasu and the 

God Susanoo, the most important legends are mentioned on a very clear style. The 

interpretation of these legends gives some simple key notions about Shinto cult. 

In the same vulgarisation style book, the translation of Japanese scholars’ studies can be 

mentioned, for exemple Sokyo Ono. Pr Sokyo’s book may seem too simple at a first sight, it 

gives the most basic and necessary knowledge for a first approach. 

For a more detailed and deep knowledge, a famous French scholar called révérend père Jean-

Marie Martin is the author of a book entitled “Le shintoïsme ancien” (“Ancient shintoism”). 

This book, written in French, is a reference even for English speaker specialists of Japan and 

Shinto.  

Indeed, though many books deal with modern Shinto an State Shinto, the r.-p. Martin writes 

about the most ancient Shinto. To study this book is to get an extremely solid base of 

knowledge concerning the very roots of Shinto. 

To mention one more author, or should I say two more authors because they work very often 

as a tandem, the research of the British scholar John Breen and the Dutch scholar Mark 

Teeuwen are considered as the actual greatest specialists of Shinto. Their book “A New 

History of Shinto” is the first history of Shinto in Western language. 
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Chapter I. A history of the Western vision of Shinto shrines 

 

The two main Jesuit missionaries who studied Japanese religions did it in a very different way. 

The first one, Francis Xavier did not make a single effort to understand Japanese mentality, 

since his only goal was to convert them. Valignano, who came after, considered Japanese 

mentality and worked on learning Japanese language. He thought, at that time, that the 

European missionaries should know about Japanese customs and traditions, and their 

indigenous religions. Although their goal was the same, to convert a maximum of Japanese 

people to Christianity, it seems that the reports and letters from Francis Xavier first then 

Valignano to Vatican gave a quite different vision of Japan. Maybe Valignano gave a rather 

accurate vision. 

 

This was for the period before Meiji era. After Meiji era, when Japan opened to the world 

again, it soon became a curiosity that inspired many Western scholars. Modern sciences like 

anthropology, archaeology contributed to light up Japanese culture. Western artists, also, 

started to take some influence from Asia and especially Japan. Some researchers even studied 

archaic Japanese language and dialects to be able to translate ancient texts as the Kojiki, or 

Nihonshoki as well. On this chapter, I would like to introduce briefly the three major British 

Japanologists of the 19th century: Basil Hall Chamberlain, Ernest Mason Satow, and William 

George Aston. Chamberlain, and Aston translated ancient texts of Japan into English 

language. 

 

The aim of this chapter is not to develop on the above quoted three scholars but on two other 

ones, Lafcadio Hearn and Richard Ponsonby-Fane. Chamberlain was for a time a close friend 

of Lafcadio Hearn and inspired him. Ponsonby-Fane takes as a reference Chamberlain’s 

translation of the Kojiki, and also Aston’s translation of the Nihongi. 

 

All these discoverers and scholars, whatever method they used or angle they approach 

Japanese civilization, they saw this Japanese civilization from their own Western point of 

view. A “pure” Western vision, maybe that is the way we can consider the texts remained 

from Lafcadio Hearn: though Hearn was a journalist and not a scholar like Ponsonby-Fane, 

the descriptions he made of his visits of Japan  
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1. The Jesuit missionaries and the first discoverers of Japan confronted to Japanese 

religions 

 

The discovering of Japanese started with the spreading of the Christianity in Asia. The first 

Jesuit missionaries, in order to convert Japanese people to Christianity, studied the customs, 

religion, political institutions, art and architecture of Japan. How did they consider the native 

cults and rituals of Japan? Could they even make a difference between Shintoism and 

Buddhism? The different periods of Christianisation illustrates different strategies and 

preoccupations from the converters: though the very first ones like Francis Xavier did not 

consider the interest of understanding Shintoist and Buddhist cult, on the contrary the 

missionaries after Valignano studied Japanese language and customs, not on the purpose to 

promote it but aiming to convert people. 

 

Francis Xavier (April 7th 1506 in Kingdom of Navarre, now part of Spain –December 3rd 

1552 in Shangchuan Island, close to Canton in China) is one the founders of the Society of 

Jesus. He devoted himself to preach Christianity in India, and Maluku Islands. He settled in 

Japan in 1549, and started the first serious attempt of Christianisation in the archipelago, 

beginning  

from Kagoshima in the extreme south of Kyushu, then Honshu. He was the one who really 

started the evangelisation of Japan. Ignorant of the local language, Shinto and Buddhist 

customs and traditions, and he encountered difficulties with a political system he was not 

accustomed to, and with a very powerful Buddhist institution that was hostile to Christian 

faith. 

 
Statue of Francis Xavier with his two disciples Anjirō and Bernardo, Kagoshima. 
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Alessandro Valignano (February 1539 - January 20, 1606), his successor in converting 

Japanese people, arrived in Japan in summer 1579. He learned in his previous mission in 

Macau that, to convert indigenous people with more efficiency, the missionaries should learn 

their native language and study their customs, indigenous traditions, political system, etc. 

Maybe he was one of the very first Western discoverers who tried at least to understand the 

religious landscape of Japanese people’s faith. 

 
Alessandro Valignano, Superior general Jesuit missionary in Japan. 

 

It seems that these first Western discoverers of Japan considered more Buddhism than 

Shintoism. Buddhist temples had indeed an incredible power that susceptible to be an obstacle 

to the Christianisation that the Jesuit missionaries aimed to. 

 

I would like to introduce Engelbert Kaempfer (1651-1716), a German physician who after 

two years living in Japan left a quantity of notes about all the aspects of life in Japan. He took 

a quantity of notes on Japanese religions too. The notes he took as a naturalist and a physician 

are extremely precise and still of a high scientific value. 

After Kaempfer’s death, his manuscripts were purchased by Sir Hans Sloane. His librarian, 

Gaspar Scheuchzer, translated the manuscript of a History of Japan and published it in 

London in 2 volumes in 1727, 11 years after Kaempfer’s death. 

Scheuchzer made a couple of mistakes in this edition. One of the illustrations is supposed to 

represent Ise shrine, according to the title. But it represents in fact the Yoshida shrine of 

Kyoto. 
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“Temple of Tensio Daisin at Isie”, Kaempfer, History of Japan, 1927. Illustration by Scheuchzer. 

 

This edition counts another illustration, supposed to be of a Shinto shrine: Matsushima. But, 

again, Scheuchzer made a mistake there: he drew, in a very “personal” interpretation, the 

Buddhist temple of Matsushima. 

 

 
“Matsusima, a Sinto temple. A torii”. Kaempfer, History of Japan, 1927. Illustration by Scheuchzer. 
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Scheuchzer used to redraw illustrations from Kaempfer’s sketches, but they were very few 

about architecture. So when he lacked an illustration for the edition, it draw from Japanese 

illustrations of these places. But as he never went to Japan, he made a couple of mistakes on 

the locations and on the aspect of the places and buildings. 

 

Nonetheless, Kaempfer’s note on the Shinto shrines, o-mikoshi, festivals, and priest are 

accurate and very precise fir that time, and here are some extracts of his writings: 

 

“The Sinsju, that is, the adherents of the Sintos Religion, call their Temples, or Churches, 

Mia, which word, as I have observ'd, signifies dwelling places of immortal Souls.” 

“They call them also Jasijro, and Sia, or Sinsja, which last takes in the whole Court of the 

Mia, with all other buildings and dependencies belonging to the same. The Gods, who are the 

subject of their worship, they call Sin and Cami, which signifies Souls or Spirits.” 

“The Mia, as indeed all convents and religious houses in general, as well of this, as of their 

other sects, are seated in the pleasantest parts of the Country, en the best spots of ground, and 

commonly within, or near great cities, towns, villages and other inhabited places, I will 

confine myself in this chapter only to the Mias of the ·Sintoists. A broad and spacious walk 

planted with rows of fine cypres trees, which grow in the country, and are a tall fine tree, 

leads straight to the Mia, or else to the Temple-court, on which there are sometimes several 

Mias standing together, and in this case the walk aforesaid leads direcly to that, which is 

reckon'd the chief. The Mias are, generally speaking, seated in a pleasant wood, or in the 

ascent of a fine green hill, and have neat stone stair cases leading up to them. Next to the 

highway, at the entry of the walk, which leads to the temple, stands, for distinction's sake from 

comrnon roads, a particular fashion'd gate, call'd Torij, and built either of stone or wood. 

The structure of these gates is but very mean and simple, they consisting; of two 

perpendicular posts or pillars, with two beams laid across, the uppermost of which is, for 

ornament's sake, depress'd in the middle, the two extremities standing upwards. Between the 

two cross beams is placed a square table, commonly of Stone, whereon is engrav'd the name 

of the God, to whom the Mia is consecrated, in golden characters. Sometimes such another 

gate stands before the Mia itself _ or before the Temple~Court, if there be several Mias built 

together in one Court. Not far from the Mia is a Bason commonly of stone and full of water 

for those who go to worship, to wash themselves.” 
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“The Mia itself is neither a splendid, nor a magnificent building, but very mean and simple, 

commonly quadrangular and built of wood, the beams being strong and neat. It seldom 

exceeds twice or twice a man's height and two or three fathoms of breadth. It is raised about 

a yard, or upwards, from the ground, being supported by short wooden posts. There is a small 

walk, or gallery, to go round it and a few steps leads up to this walk. The frontispiece of the 

Mia is as simple as the rest, consisting only of one, or two, grated windows, for those that 

come to worship to look through, and to bow towards the chief place within. It is shut at all 

times, and often without any body to take care of it. Other Mias are somewhat larger, 

sometimes with an Anti-chamber and two side-rooms, wherein the keepers of the Mia sit, in 

honour of the Cami, richly clad in their fine Ecclesiastical Gowns. All these several rooms 

have grated windows and doors, and the floor is covered with curious mats. Generally 

speaking three sides of the temple are shut with deal-boards, there being no opening left but 

in the front. The roof is covered with tiles of stone, or shavings of wood and jets out on all 

sides to a considerable distance to cover the walk which goes round the temple. It differs from 

other buildings by its being curiously bent, and compos'd of several layers of fine wooden 

beams which jetting out underneath make it look very singular. At the top of the roof there is 

sometimes a strong wooden beam, bigger than the rest, laid lengthways, at the extremities of 

which two other beams stand up, crossing each other, sometimes a third one is laid a-thwart 

behind them. This structure is in imitation, as well as in memory, of the first Isje Temple, 

which tho' simple was yet very ingeniously and almost inimitably contriv'd so, that the weight 

and connexion of these several beams was to keep the whole building standing. Over the 

Temple-door hangs sometimes a wide flat belt, and a strong, long, knotted rope, wherewith 

those that come to worship, strike the bell, as it were, to give notice to the Gods of their 

presence.” 

 

2. The orientalist and romantic vision of Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904): a description of 
Izumo shrine and Yaegaki shrine 
 

Before I develop about Lafcadio Hearn and Ponsonby-Fane, I will introduce the three major 

British Japanologists active in Japan during the 19th century are Basil Hall Chamberlain (18 

October 1850 – 15 February 1935), Ernest Mason Satow (30 June 1843–26 August 1929) and 

William George Aston (9 April 1841–22 November 1911). 

Two of them translated ancient texts of Japan for the first time in English: Chamberlain, and 

Aston. 
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Chamberlain arrived in Japan on 1873, and was a professor at the Imperial Japanese Naval 

Academy in Tokyo from 1874 to 1882 and professor of Japanese at Tokyo Imperial 

University from 1886. He was a pioneering scholar of the Ainu and also Ryukyu Islands 

culture and language. He wrote the first translation of the Kojiki into English in 1882. 

 
Basil Hall Chamberlain 

 
William George Aston was a British diplomat, and specialist of the language and history of 

Japan and Korea. He was the first translator of the Nihongi in English language in 1896. 

The Meiji Cultural Revolution was the opportunity for Western people to discover Japanese 

culture, this time not to convert the Japanese people but only in a scientific purpose.  

 

At the same period in 19th century I would like to mention Patrick Lafcadio Hearn (27 June 

1850 – 26 September 1904), who was for some time a friend of Chamberlain. 

Lafcadio Hearn was born from an Irish father and a Greek mother. He grew up in Ireland in 

Dublin, until the age of 19 when he was sent to the United States to Cincinnati (Ohio). He 

wrote articles and papers as a reporter and a journalist. He then lived in New Orleans 

(Louisiana), the Martinique. He finally arrived in Japan for the first time in 1890 as a 

newspaper correspondent. 

 

Lafcadio Hearn’s works are the subject of polemics, and some doubt of the scientific value of 

his writings. Indeed he has the reputation of giving an exotic image of Japan, telling it more 

mysterious and oriental than it was in reality. The romantic style of his writings makes it very 
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popular and easy to read even for non-specialists, and one of his most popular books may be 

“Kwaidan” and the writings about Japanese ghost stories. The one I would like to focus about 

is “Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan”. This books treats of his first journey in Japan. The 

descriptions he makes of the people, the urban landscapes and the architecture he discovered 

at that time are interesting. Though L. Hearn was a journalist and not a scholar who wrote 

specifically about shintō shrines, the descriptions he made of his visits are still of great value.  

 

Hearn dwelt in this region of Izumo, reputed to be the place of the oldest myths and old 

legends in Japan. Hearn tells much about these stories he was translated by his Japanese 

assistant and visit companion, but he tells too about his very first visits of temples and shrines. 

Two in particular and one in particular got my attention: the Izumo shrine and the Yaegaki 

shrine. 

 

I would like to start from his description of Izumo shrine, called “Kizuki” at that time. He 

starts the discussion by placing the shrine in his historical and cultural contexts. He mentions 

briefly the myth of the gods Izanami and Izanagi, and how this myth is linked to the location 

of Izumo: 

“Even as Izumo is especially the province of the gods, and the place of the childhood of the 

race by whom Izanagi and Izanami are yet worshiped, so is Kitzuki of Izumo especially the 

city of the gods, and its immemorial temple the earliest home of the ancient faith, the great 

religion of Shintō.” 

 

He relates then how he wishes to have the honor of visiting the shrine. Indeed, he mentions 

that no Westerner ever had this privilege, and he wishes to be the first one with the help of a 

letter of introduction: 

“Now to visit Kitzuki has been my most earnest ambition since I learned the legends of the 

Kojiki concerning it; and this ambition has been stimulated by the discovery that very few 

Europeans have visited Kitzuki, and that none have been admitted into the great temple itself. 

Some, indeed, were not allowed even to approach the temple court. But I trust that I shall be 

somewhat more fortunate; for I have a letter of introduction from my dear friend Nishida 

Sentaro, who is also a personal friend of the high pontiff of Kitzuki. I am thus assured that 

even should I not be permitted to enter the temple-a privilege accorded to but few among the 

Japanese themselves - I shall at least have the honor of an interview with the Guji, or 
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Spiritual Governor of Kitzuki, Senke Takanori, whose princely family trace back their descent 

to the Goddess of the Sun. 

 

While travelling to the shrine, he asks his Japanese assistant a question heard very often even 

now from us Westerners: 

"How many Buddhas are there, O Akira? Is the number of the Enlightened known?"  

"Countless the Buddhas are," makes answer Akira; "yet there is truly but one Buddha; the 

many are forms only. Each of us contains a future Buddha. Alike we all are except in that we 

are more or less unconscious of the truth. But the vulgar may not understand these things, 

and so seek refuge in symbols and in forms."  

The question “What is Japanese people main religion?” is very commonly asked in Western 

countries, and it is quite hard to explain simply in a few words the meaning of Shinto without 

reducing it to “the Japanese national faith” or “Japanese indigenous religion”. As it is quite 

hard to explain in a few words the particularities of Japanese Buddhist sects without reducing 

it to a simply imported continental religion. If we focus on Shinto now, the dialogue of L. 

Hearn and his Japanese about Shinto deities explains the most popular belief about Izumo 

shrine: October is called in Japanese litteraly “No-God-Month”, because people believe it is 

the moment in the year that all the kami leave their dwelling place to gather in Izumo: 

"And the Kami-the deities of Shinto?"  

"Of Shinto I know little. But there are eight hundred myriads of Kami in the Plain of High 

Heaven-so says the Ancient Book. Of these, three thousand one hundred and thirty and two 

dwell in the various provinces of the land; being enshrined in two thousand eight hundred 

and sixty-one temples. And the tenth month of our year is called the 'No-God-month,' because 

in that month all the deities leave their temples to assemble in the province of Izumo, at the 

great temple of Kitzuki; and for the same reason that month is called in Izumo, and only in 

Izumo, the 'God-is-month.' But educated persons sometimes call it the 'God-present-festival,' 

using Chinese words. Then it is believed the serpents come from the sea to the land, and coil 

upon the sambo, which is the table of the gods, for the serpents announce the coming; and the 

Dragon-King sends messengers to the temples of Izanagi and Izanami, the parents of gods 

and men."  

 

The extract I want to focus on now is an element very typical of Hearn’s personality: always 

looking for the unfamiliar, strange, and weirdest places, characters, legends and stories: 
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"O Akira, many millions of Kami there must be of whom I shall always remain ignorant, for 

there is a limit to the power of memory; but tell me something of the gods whose names are 

most seldom uttered, the deities of strange places and of strange things, the most 

extraordinary gods."  

This quote warns us that Hearn does not aim to give a realistic and scientific description of 

what he discovers. He does not aim to describe Japan as it is but he looks for the most 

extraordinary things to write about. This is the reason why this text should be taken as a 

personal point of view from him, and not as a scientific description. 

 

On the lines following the dialogue about Japanese deities, Hearn goes back to the description 

of the travel to the shrine, and he can not resist to mentioning the mountains of the region of 

Izumo.  

“On each side the superb plain is bounded by a mountain range shutting off the white horizon. 

There is a vast silence, an immense sense of dreamy peace, and a glorious soft vapory light 

over everything, as we roll into the country of Hyasugi to Kaminawoe, The jagged range on 

the left is Shusai-yama, all sharply green, with the giant Daikoku-yama overtopping all; and 

its peaks bear the names of gods. Much more remote, upon our right, enormous, pansy-purple, 

tower the shapes of the Kita-yama, or northern range; filing away in, tremendous procession 

toward the sunset, fading more and more as they stretch west, to vanish suddenly at last, after 

the ghostliest conceivable manner, into the uttermost day. 

All this is beautiful; yet there is no change while hours pass! Always the way winds on 

through miles of rice-fields, white-speckled with paper-winged shafts which are arrows of 

prayer.” 

He simply mentions these three mountains called Shusai-yama, Daikoku-yama, and Kita-

yama, but do not develop on the mystic and sacred image they might have in the local beliefs 

of Izumo. But on the above quote, a detail about what he sees in the rice-fields : “paper-

winged shafts which are arrows of prayer”, speaking, obviously, of a “go-hei”. 

 

He, then, describes the first visit he makes of the precincts of Izumo, by night, for the landlord 

of the hotel proposes to guide him to the “Ō-yashiro”: 

“We walk along the main street for a distance of about six squares, and then, making a turn, 

find ourselves before a superb bronze torii, the gateway to the great temple avenue.” 

Did the Western lectors understood the term of “torii”? Hearn does not explain or describe it 

further, except the fact that it is bronze made. He ads another term that seems neutral at first 
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sight but may be relevant if we look closer: he qualifies the torii as “superb”. Izumo is famous 

for his legendary gigantic proportions, and I believe that this term “superb” that Hearn uses 

here expresses the impressive big size of the torii. 

“Effacing colors and obliterating distances, night always magnifies by suggestion the aspect 

of large spaces and the effect of large objects. Viewed by the vague light of paper lanterns, 

the approach to the great shrine is an imposing surprise - such a surprise that I feel regret at 

the mere thought of having to see it tomorrow by disenchanting day: a superb avenue lined 

with colossal trees, and ranging away out of sight under a succession of giant torii, from 

which are suspended enormous shimenawa, well worthy the grasp of that Heavenly-Hand-

Strength Deity whose symbols they are.” 

So the first view Hearn has of the path to Izumo is a night view, and he looks enchanted to see 

it for the first time under the light of the lanterns. He says that he almost regret to have to see 

a realistic vision of the shrine the next day in the daylight. Again it is clear that he has a 

tendency to search a very orientalist and mysterious vision of the shrine. 

About the mention he makes of shimenawa, he indicates its exceptional big size, just like the 

torii, but I must admit I am a little bit surprised that he resists to relating the episode of the 

Kojiki that he just mentions about the God Ame-no-ta-jikara-o, who closed by a 

shimenawa the cave where Amaterasu was hiding. 

 

 

Actual view of the Haiden, with the huge shimenawa that L.Hearn mentions in the above text 
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“But, more than by the torii and their festooned symbols, the dim majesty of the huge avenue 

is enhanced by the prodigious trees-many perhaps thousands of years old-gnarled pines 

whose shaggy summits are lost in darkness. Some of the mighty trunks are surrounded with a 

rope of straw: these trees are sacred. The vast roots, far-reaching in every direction, look in 

the lantern-light like a writhing and crawling of dragons.” 

Torii, shimenawa, the only missing thing to the description of the path to the shrine was the 

presence of trees. At this point of the text, all the elements necessary to understand the way to 

the shrine are present. Though the description does not aim to be a scientific base for the 

shrine understanding, the main elements are all at least mentioned.  

“The avenue is certainly not less than a quarter of a mile in length; it crosses two bridges and 

passes between two sacred groves. All the broad lands on either side of it belong to the 

temple.” : He even mentions the impression of length from the first torii to the middle one, he 

repeats again the mention to he trees by “two sacred groves”. And we find that the very last 

element missing to the description of the sandō was not the presence of the trees but the 

bridges, here “two bridges”. 

 

“Formerly no foreigner was permitted to pass beyond the middle torii. The avenue terminates 

at a lofty wall pierced by a gateway resembling the gateways of Buddhist temple courts, but 

very massive. This is the entrance to the outer court; the ponderous doors are still open, and 

many shadowy figures are passing in or out. 

Within the court all is darkness, against which pale yellow lights are gliding to and fro like a 

multitude of enormous fireflies-the lanterns of pilgrims. I can distinguish only the looming of 

immense buildings to left and right, constructed with colossal timbers. Our guide traverses a 

very large court, passes into a second, and halts before an imposing structure whose doors 

are still open. Above them, by the lantern glow, I can see a marvelous frieze of dragons and 

water, carved in some rich wood by the hand of a master. Within I can see the symbols of 

Shintō, in a side shrine on the left; and directly before us the lanterns reveal a surface of 

matted floor vaster than anything I had expected to find. Therefrom I can divine the scale of 

the edifice which I suppose to be the temple. But the landlord tells us this is not the temple, 

but only the Haiden or Hall of Prayer, before which the people make their orisons. By day, 

through the open doors, the temple can be seen. But we cannot see it tonight, ", and but few 

visitors are permitted to go in. " The people do not enter even the court of the great shrine, 

for the most part," interprets Akira; "they pray before it at a distance." 
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The main point in the above quotation is the different areas and their level of sacredness: the 

closest the visitor gets to the Holy pavilion, the more sacred it is. According to the hierarchy, 

the visitor will be allowed to step more or less closer to the shrine, and a very relevant thing 

he points is that no foreigner should step further the middle torii. 

 

Then he describes the devotion of the night worshippers as he reaches the haiden, their 

gestures and the sound of their handclaps. Again, the way he describes the scene has nothing 

“academic”, but gives a very lively and sensitive impression of this scene of devotion: 

“Already I can hear a heavy sound, as of surf, within the temple, court; and as we advance 

the sound becomes sharper and recognizable - a volleying of handclaps. And passing the 

great gate, I see thousands of pilgrims before the Haiden, the same huge structure which I 

visited last night. None enter there: all stand before the dragon-swarming doorway, and cast 

their offerings into the money-chest placed before the threshold; many making contribution of 

small coin, the very poorest throwing only a handful of rice into the box. Then they clap their 

hands and bow their heads before the threshold, and reverently gaze through the Hall of 

Prayer at the loftier edifice, the Holy of Holies, beyond it. Each pilgrim remains but a little 

while, and claps his hands but four times; yet so many are coming and going that the sound of 

the clapping is like the sound of a cataract.” 

 

The first night visit of the sandō until the haiden ends up there, and the description continues 

the next day. From that point of the text, it is not only about the description of the Izumo 

shrine but also the status that Lafcadio Hearn has as a foreign visitor, having the privilege of 

being welcomed by the highest priests of the legendary shrine. More than only the shrine and 

the buildings, the witness of this cultural exchange is of an inestimable value. 

Passing by the multitude of worshipers to the other side of the Haiden, we find ourselves at 

the foot of a broad flight of ironbound steps leading to the great sanctuary - steps which I am  

told no European before me was permitted to approach. On the lower-steps the priests of the 

temple in full ceremonial costume, are waiting to receive us. 

Only their eyes move as we approach. But as I reach the steps all simultaneously salute me 

with a most gracious bow, for I am the first foreign pilgrim to be honored by the privilege of 

an interview in the holy shrine itself with the princely hierophant, their master, descendant of 

the Goddess of the Sun-he who is still called by myriads of humble worshipers in the remoter 

districts of this ancient province Ikigami, "the living deity." 
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I would like to point out this element “the first foreigner pilgrim to be honored by the 

privilege of an interview in the holy shrine itself with the princely hierophant.” So Lafcadio 

Hearn was the first Westerner who entered Izumo taisha. 

 

Before having the honor of the first interview given to a Westerner in Izumo taisha, Hearn 

must experience the purification ritual and, as any Japanese visitor or worshipper. He 

describes even the utensils used for this ablution: 

I remove my shoes, and am about to ascend the steps, when the tall priest who first received 

us before the outer gate indicates, by a single significant gesture, that religion and ancient 

custom require me, before ascending to the shrine of the god, to perform the ceremonial 

ablution. I hold out my hands; the priest pours the pure water over them thrice from a ladle-

shaped vessel of bamboo with a long handle, and then gives me a little blue towel to wipe 

them upon, a votive towel with mysterious white characters upon it. Then we all ascend; I 

feeling very much like a clumsy barbarian in my ungraceful foreign garb. 

He confirms the assertion made before, he is indeed the first foreigner to have entered Izumo 

taisha, and it seems that this fact is not known enough. 

"You are, indeed," he responds through Akira, "the first European ever permitted to enter into 

the Oho-yashiro. Other Europeans have visited Kitzuki and few have been allowed to enter 

the temple court; but you only have been admitted into the dwelling of the god. In past years, 

some strangers who desired to visit the temple out of common curiosity only were not allowed 

to approach even the court; but the letter of Mr. Nishida, explaining the object of your visit, 

has made it a pleasure for us, to receive you thus." 

 

The following quotation of “Glimpses of unfamiliar Japan” is the first interview of the 

Highest priest Guji by a foreigner, through Hearn’s interpreter. As he is not a specialist of 

Shintō, this interview contains quite simple and essential questions. These questions can be 

obvious to most of Japanese people, but are not a common knowledge for Westerners. For 

non-specialists, the differences between Izumo and Ise shrines are not clear, and it the first 

question that Hearn asks: 

“Is it not this great temple of Kitzuki” I inquire, “older than the temples of Ise?” 

"Older by far," replies the Guji; "so old, indeed, that we do not well know the age of it. For it 

was first built by order of the Goddess of the Sun, in the time when deities alone existed. Then 

it was exceedingly magnificent-it was three hundred and twenty feet high. The beams and the 
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pillars were larger than any existing timber could furnish; and the framework was bound 

together firmly with a rope made of taku fiber, one thousand fathoms long.” 

What the Japanese Guji answers and wants to transmit to his Western visitor is the hugeness 

and the old roots of Izumo. Since he talks about the quality and impressive size of the 

construction, soon comes the question of the periodic reconstructions of the Shinto shrines. 

"It was first rebuilt in the time of the Emperor Sui-nin. The temples so rebuilt by order of the 

Emperor Sui-nin was called the Structure of the Iron Rings, because the pieces of the pillars, 

which were composed of the wood of many great trees, had been bound fast together with 

huge rings of iron. This temple was also splendid, but far less splendid than the first, which 

had been built by the gods, for its height was only one hundred and sixty feet. 

“A third time the temple was rebuilt, in the reign of the Empress Sai-mei; but this third edifice 

was only eighty feet high. Since then the structure of the temple has never varied; and the 

plan then followed has been strictly preserved to the least detail in the construction of the 

present temple.  

"The Oho-yashiro has been rebuilt twenty eight times; and it has been the custom to rebuild it 

every sixty-one years. But in the long period of civil war it was not even repaired for more 

than a hundred years.” 

The reason why Shinto shrines are rebuilt periodically is not explained here. This extremely 

important point about Shinto architecture may be too complicated to be explained briefly to a 

Western visitor, and I must admit myself it took to me a pretty long time to acquire the basic 

knowledge to understand the meaning of the ritual of the shikinensengū. 

When Hearn asks the natural question: “Where were found the timbers for such a huge 

construction?”, a priest tells him an interesting legend about this construction material: 

"In the period when the temple was built upon a larger scale," I ask, "were the timbers for its 

construction obtained from the forests of Izumo?" 

The priest Sasa, who guided us into the shrine, makes answer:  

"It is recorded that on the fourth day of the seventh month of the third year of Ten-in one 

hundred large trees came floating to the seacoast of Kitzuki, and were stranded there by the 

tide. With these timbers the temple was rebuilt in the third year of Ei-kyu; and that structure 

was called the Building-of- the-Trees-which-came-floating. Also in the same third year of 

Ten-in, a great tree-trunk, one hundred and fifty feet long, was stranded on the seashore near 

a shrine called Ube-no-yashiro, at Miyanoshita-mura, which is in Inaba. Some people wanted 

to cut the tree; but they found a great serpent coiled around it, which looked so terrible that 

they became frightened, and prayed to the I deity of Ube-no-yashiro to protect them; and the 
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deity revealed himself, and said: 'Whensoever the great temple in Izumo is to be rebuilt, one 

of the gods of each province sends timber for the building of it, and this time it is my turn. 

Build quickly, therefore, with that great tree which is mine: And therewith the god 

disappeared. From these and from other records we learn that the deities have always 

superintended or aided the building of the great temple of Kitzuki." 

We understand now, that the deities, who formerly built the shrine, participate to its 

reconstruction too. 

Hearn goes back to one the first explanation he had previously from his friend and interpreter: 

the Kami of the whole country gathers in Izumo every year in October: 

"In what part of the Oho-yashiro," I ask, "do the august deities assemble during the Kami-ari-

zuki?" 

"On the east and west sides of the inner court," replies the priest Sasa, "there are two long 

buildings called the Jiu-ku-sha. These contain nineteen shrines, no one of which is dedicated 

to any particular god; and we believe it is in the Jiu-ku-sha that the gods assemble." 

 

 
Actual building dedicated to the Kami gathering at Izumo every year in October 

 

“There are so many other shrines that I could not enumerate the names of all their deities 

without wearying those readers unfamiliar with the traditions and legends of Shinto. But 

nearly all those divinities who appear in the legend of the Master of the Great Land are still 

believed to dwell here with him […]” 
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Many other curious things the Guji and his chief priest then related to me; telling me the 

sacred name of each of the courts, and of the fences and holy groves and the multitudinous 

shrines and their divinities; even the names of the great pillars of the temple, which are nine 

in number, the central pillar being called the august Heart-Pillar of the Middle. All things 

within the temple grounds have sacred names, even the torii and the bridges.  

Had L.Hearn understood the meaning of the Shin-no-mi-hashira that he translates literally by 

“Heart pillar of the middle”? The symbolism and the role of the central pillar are not 

explained to him, and it is highly probable that he did not have any further information about 

it, at least that day he writes about. 

Again, we can remark that he uses the term “curious”, always standing in an exterior observer, 

a foreigner considering Japanese culture from his Western view. 

 

“The priest Sasa called my attention to the fact that the great shrine of Oho-kuni-nushi-no-

Kami faces west, though the great temple faces east, like all Shinto temples. In the other two 

shrines of the same apartment, both facing east, are the first divine Ko-kuzo of Izumo, his 

seventeenth descendant, and the father of Nominosukune, wise prince and famous wrestler.” 

Again, Hearn mentions the crucial point of the orientation of the shrines, but seems to ignore 

the reason why most of shrines face east, and why the shrine of Ō-kuni-nushi is an exception 

to this rule. 

 

The next scene he describes is the one of a miko entering the place; he describes in detail her 

clothes and the objects prepared: 

The Guji waves his hand, and from the farther end of the huge apartment there comes a 

sudden burst of strange music - a sound of drums and bamboo flutes; and turning to look, I 

see, the musicians, three men, seated upon the matting, and a young girl with them. At 

another sign from the Guji the girl rises. She is barefooted and robed in snowy white, a virgin 

priestess. But below the hem of the white robe I see the gleam of hakama of crimson silk. She 

advances to a little table in the middle of the apartment, upon which a queer instrument is 

lying, shaped somewhat like a branch with twigs bent downward, from each of which hangs a 

little bell. 

Then the description of the dance of the miko expresses all the grace and beauty of the kagura 

sacred dances. Once again, no mention of it as an offering for the deities, but only the beauty 

of it: 
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Taking this curious object in both hands, she begins a sacred dance, unlike anything I ever 

saw before. Her I every movement is a poem, because she is very graceful; and yet I her 

performance could scarcely be called a dance, as we understand the word; it is rather a light 

swift walk within a circle, during which she shakes the instrument at regular intervals, 

making all the little bells ring. Her face remains impassive as a beautiful mask, placid and 

sweet as the face of a dreaming Kwannon; and her white feet are pure of line as the feet of a 

marble nymph. Altogether, with her snowy raiment and white flesh and passionless face, she 

seems rather a beautiful living statue than a Japanese maiden. And all the while the weird 

flutes sob and shrill, and the muttering of the drums is like an incantation.  

What I have seen is called the Dance of the Miko, the Divineress.” 

 

The visit ends up there and as he returns back, Hearn enumerates the most striking elements: 

“We have left Kitzuki far behind. But as in a dream I still see the mighty avenue, the long 

succession of torii with their colossal shimenawa, the majestic face of the Guji, the kindly 

smile of the priest Sasa, and the girl priestess in her snowy robes dancing her beautiful 

ghostly dance. It seems to me that I can still hear the sound of the clapping of hands, like the 

crashing of a torrent.” 

The torii, the shimenawa, the Guji, the miko, are the elements that this non-Japanese visitor 

has most strongly in mind. Then he repeats for the third time that he had the privilege of being 

the first foreigner entering Izumo shrine: 

“I cannot suppress some slight exultation at the thought that I have been allowed to see what 

no other foreigner has been privileged to see - the interior of Japan's most ancient shrine, and 

those sacred utensils and quaint rites of primitive worship so well worthy the study of the 

anthropologist and the evolutionist.” 

He evokes one point he discussed at the very beginning of the text with his interpreter while 

speaking about the Buddha and the Shinto deities: the coexistence and the differences 

between Buddhism and Shintoism: 

“But to have seen Kitzuki as I saw it is also to have seen something much more than a single 

wonderful temple. To see Kitzuki is to see the living center of Shinto, and to feel the life-pulse 

of the ancient faith, throbbing as mightily in this nineteenth century as ever in that unknown 

past whereof the Kojiki itself, though written in a tongue no longer spoken, is but a modern 

record. Buddhism, changing form or slowly decaying through the centuries, might seem 

doomed to pass away at last from this Japan to which it came only as an alien faith; but 

Shinto, unchanging and vitally unchanged, still remains all dominant in the land of its birth, 
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and only seems to gain in power and dignity with time. Buddhism has a voluminous theology, 

a profound philosophy, a literature vast as the sea. Shinto has no philosophy, no code of 

ethics, no metaphysics; and yet, by its very immateriality, it can resist the invasion of 

Occidental religious thought as no other Orient faith can. Shinto extends a welcome to 

Western science, but remains the irresistible opponent of Western religion; and the foreign 

zealots who would strive against it are astounded to find the power that foils their uttermost 

efforts indefinable as magnetism and invulnerable as air. Indeed the best of our scholars have 

never been able to tell us what Shinto is. To some it appears to be merely ancestor-worship, 

to others ancestor-worship combined with nature-worship; to others, again, it seems to be no 

religion at all; to the missionary of the more ignorant class it is the worst form of heathenism. 

Doubtless the difficulty of explaining Shinto has been due simply to the fact that the 

sinologists have sought for the source of it in books: in the Kojiki and the Nihongi, which are 

its histories; in the Norito, which are its prayers; in the commentaries of Motowori and 

Hirata, who were its greatest scholars. But the reality of Shinto lives not in books, nor in rites, 

nor in commandments, but in the national heart, of which it is the highest emotional religious 

expression, immortal and ever young. Far underlying all the surface crop of quaint 

superstitions and artless myths and fantastic magic there thrills a mighty spiritual force, the 

whole soul of a race with all its impulses and powers and intuitions. He who would know 

what Shinto is must learn to know that mysterious soul in which the sense of beauty and the 

power of art and the fire of heroism and magnetism of loyalty and the emotion of faith have 

become inherent, immanent, unconscious, instinctive.  

Trusting to know something of that Oriental soul in whose joyous love of nature and of life 

even the unlearned may discern a strange likeness to the soul of the old Greek race, I trust 

also that I may presume some day to speak of the great living power of that faith now called 

Shinto, but more anciently Kami-no-michi, or "The Way of the Gods."” 

 

 

After Izumo taisha, in the next chapters of Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan tells about another 

very interesting visit he made: Yaegaki shrine. 

As we pointed it previously about Izumo, Shimane prefecture has the reputation to be one of 

the most mysterious lands in Japan, the land of Izumo shrine. Yaegaki shrine is located in 

Matsue, in the surroundings of Izumo. 
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L. Hearn describes Yaegaki not mentioning the wooden and stone phalluses. On the contrary 

he gives again a very romantic and “orientalist” description of the place, denying an aspect 

that his Western readers would not like to know about Japanese customs and popular culture. 

 

 
Location of the Yaegaki shrine in Matsue, Shimane prefecture. 

 

In this text about Yaegaki shrine, Lafcadio Hearn starts the text by telling the legend of the 

God Susanoo saving the princess Inada from the eight-forked snake of Koshi. Indeed, the 

Kojiki says that after defeating the monster, Susanoo married Inada hime and settled down. 

The Yaegaki shrine is supposed to be implanted at the location where Susanoo and Inada 

hime had their first home. These verses are famous, and believed to be the first waka poem in 

the history of Japan: 

“Ya-kumo tatsu 

Izumo Yae-gaki 

Tsuma-gaki ni 

Yae-gaki tsukuru 

Sono Yae-gaki wo” 

(“Eight clouds arise 

The eightfold fence of Izumo 

Makes an eightfold fence 

For the spouse to retire within 

Oh, that eightfold fence.”) 
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Lafcadio Hearn describes the Yaegaki shrine as the sanctuary for love and marriage. This 

romantic description is very interesting if you compare it to the visit you can actually do. 

In fact, the Yaegaki is still visited by young women aiming to find love, and have a happy and 

prosperous family. The most striking thing for a Westerner who is not familiar with shintō 

rites would be the wooden and stone phallus put here and there in the jinja. These kind of 

very ancient traditions are linked to prosperity and fertility, and though it is natural in Japan, it 

seems very weird from a Western point of view. Lafcadio Hearn in his description does not 

even mention it. 

But let’s have a closer look on the text, to see what stroke the attention of L.Hearn during this 

visit. 

 

“The path to Sakusa, for the last mile of the journey, at least, is extremely narrow, and has 

been paved by piety with large flat rocks laid upon the soil at intervals of about a foot, like an 

interminable line of stepping-stones. You cannot walk between them nor beside them, and you 

soon tire of walking upon them; but they have the merit of indicating the way, a matter of no 

small importance where fifty rice-field paths branch off from your own at all bewildering 

angles. After having been safely guided by these stepping-stones through all kinds of 

labyrinths in rice valleys and bamboo groves, one feels grateful to the peasantry for that clue-

line of rocks.” 

Unlike Izumo shrine, the path to the shrine is wild and seems almost lost in the country, the 

author says even hard to find. 

“Sakusa is a very small cluster of farmers' cottages before a temple at the verge of a wood - 

the temple of Yaegaki. The stepping-stones of the path vanish into the pavement of the court, 

just before its lofty unpainted wooden torii. Between the torii and the inner court, entered by a 

Chinese gate, some grand old trees are growing, and there are queer monuments to see.” 

But this impression of wildness fades as he reaches the first torii and enters the court of the 

shrine at last. He begins commenting the small size of the shrine, and remarks that it is one of 

the most famous shrine in the region, despite its small size. 

“The miya or, Shinto temple itself is quite small - smaller than most of the temples in the 

neighborhood, and dingy, and begrimed with age. Yet, next to Kitzuki, this is the most famous 

of Izumo shrines.” 
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Always seeking some “impressive”, “splendid”, and “curious” or “queer”, Hearn’s appetite 

for the mysterious Japan looks a bit disappointed by the shrine buildings: 

“The main shrine, dedicated to Susano-o and Inadahime and their son, whose name is the 

name of the hamlet of Sakusa, is flanked by various lesser shrines to left and right. In one of 

these smaller miya the spirit of Ashi-nadzu-chi, father of Inada-hime, is supposed to dwell; 

and in another that of Tenadzu-chi, the mother of Inada-hime. There is also a small shrine of 

the Goddess of the Sun. But these shrines have no curious features.” 

Fortunately, the offerings he finds in the precincts of the main shrine seem to please him. I 

cannot help but ask myself: is it only for the reason that there is nothing comparable in 

Europe or America? 

“The main temple offers, on the other hand, some displays of rarest interest. 

To the gray weather-worn gratings of the doors of the shrine hundreds and hundreds of strips 

of soft white paper have been tied in knots: there is nothing written upon them, although each 

represents a heart's wish and a fervent prayer. Also there are suspended many little sections 

of bamboo, cut just below joints so as to form water receptacles: these are tied together in 

pairs with a small straw cord which also serves to hang them up. They contain offerings of 

sea-water carried here from no small distance.” 

The sections of bamboo he tells about, he does not comment the fact they are disposed in pair 

and must represent a wish for love, couples, and fertility. It is impossible, according to this 

text only to know if he ignored it, or did he choose not to mention it to avoid explaining the 

phallic symbols that make the shrine so famous. 

It is the same question I ask myself when he speaks about the sacred Camelia tree, though this 

time he clearly explains the symbolic of it, in a very romantic way that evacuates the phallic 

and “primitive” dimension. 

“There is one more famous thing to be seen before visiting the holy grove behind the temple, 

and that is the Sacred Tama-tsubaki, or Precious-Camellia of Yaegaki. It stands upon a little 

knoll, fortified by a projection-wall, in a rice-field near the house of the priest; a fence has 

been built around it, and votive lamps of stone placed before it. It is of vast age, and has two 

heads and two feet; but the twin trunks grow together at the middle. Its unique shape, and the 

good quality of longevity it is believed to possess in common with all of its species, cause it to 

be revered as a symbol of undying wedded love, and as tenanted by the Kami who hearken to 

lovers' prayers - en-musubi-no-kami. 
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After the above lines above the sacred camellia tree, he points on the other trees essences, 

forming the dense grove which protects the shrine. 

This ancient grove-so dense that when you first pass into its , shadows out of the sun all seems 

black-is composed of colossal cedars and pines, mingled with bamboo, tsubaki (Camellia 

Japonica), and sakaki, the sacred and mystic tree of Shinto. The dimness is chiefly made by 

the huge bamboos. In nearly all sacred groves bamboos are thickly set between the trees, and, 

their feathery foliage, filling every lofty opening between the heavier crests, entirely cuts off 

the sun. Even in a bamboo grove where no other trees are, there is always a deep twilight. 

Though he gives a mysterious, pleasant and shadowy image of the place, maybe most of the 

Japanese visitors and worshippers would see this grove as the abode of the deities. 

 

 

What can we conclude about Lafcadio Hearn’s texts describing Izumo and Yaegaki shrine? 

First I would say that I am impressed that a visitor with no skills in Japanese language 

(though he had an interpreter) could capture the major elements one must know about Izumo 

shrine. About Yaegaki shrine, though, I have to say that the way L.Hearn absolutely avoid to 

mention the phallic symbols present inside the keidai of the shrine, means that he did not want 

to write to his compatriots an image of Japan that would have seemed primitive, vulgar. 

 

3. The vision of Richard Ponsonby-Fane (1878-1937): the first Western academic texts on 
Shinto shrines 

 

Now I would like to focus on a text written considered as academic, written by the British 

scholar Ponsonby-Fane. 

Ponsonby-Fane travelled to many countries as a private secretary for several governors of the 

British Empire’s colonial government, he settled in Japan in 1919 where he wrote about the 

Japanese imperial family, the history of Kyoto, and shintō shrines. Before him, the French 

Jesuit missionary Jean-Marie Martin studied ancient shintō, and Ponsonby-Fane quotes him 

sometimes but we can say that Ponsonby-Fane may have been the first Western scholar to 

dedicate academic books to shintō shrines. His work is to be considered of great value and is 

still a reference in Western language research about shintō shrines. 
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The approach of his research is based on an extremely detailed research on the historic 

archives. He focuses especially, not to say almost exclusively of Imperial shintō. The study 

about the Kamo shrines in Kyoto is a perfect example to apprehend Ponsonby-Fane’s works: 

“Though there may, perhaps, be people who are not conversant with the names Kamo Mioya 

Jinja and Kamo Wakeikazuchi Jinja, it may I think be safely asserted that there is hardly 

anyone in Japan who has not heard of the Aoi-Matsuri, the joint festival of these two ancient 

shrines, and, yet, this festival was a comparatively late development in their history, and is 

less a festival, in the strict sense of the word, than a state visit to the shrines of the Imperial 

representative.” 

The history of the foundation of the Kamo shrines seems to be long and complicated, even for 

such a specialist: 

“The history of the shrines is long, complicated and exceedingly difficult, and I should like 

therefore at the outset to make it perfectly clear that I aspire to no learned treatise, and aim 

at no more than offering a brief and popular account, and I shall therefore refer to the shrines 

as the Shimo and Kami shrines, names taken from their being situated respectively in the 

villages of Shimo Kamo, and Kami Kamo, villages formerly in the vicinity of Kyoto, but now 

incorporated in the city.” 

 

I would like to quote now, a long explanation that Ponsonby-Fane makes about the deities of 

the Kamo shrine. This quotation may seem long and fastidious, but it concludes to the former 

where the shrines were first built 

“There are several points which distinguish the Kamo: shrines from any others in the Empire, 

but before entering on an outline of their history, it will be well first to recall briefly the 

virtues of the deities. There are 3 concerned. Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto and Tamayorihime of 

the Shimo shrine, and Kamo Wake Ikazuchi no Kami of the Kami shrine, and it may perhaps 

come as a surprise to some to hear that not one of the 3 is ever mentioned by name in the 

Kqjiki or Nihonshoki. Yamashiro Fudoki, however, which appeared not long after Nihonshoki, 

implies, and Shijiroku, which was compiled in the Konin era (810-23), states definitely that 

Taketsunurni no Mikoto was identical with Yatagarasu, and that he was a grandson of 

Kamimusubi no Karni, an Amatsukami, who never himself descended to earth. If this 

identification be accepted, we can, by the aid of a book called Kamo Engi, and with the 

exercise of some degree of imagination, reconstruct something at any rate of the early history 

of Kamo, and its deities. 
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Personally I cannot help feeling that in stating that he was the son of an Amatsukami, 

Wakeikazuchi no Kami was assenting the superiority of his father over all those present 

including his grandfather, and I, therefore, regard Taketsunumino-Mikoto and Tamayori 

hime as Kunitsukami though the Jingiryo expressly includes KamoMioya no Kami among the 

Amatsukami.  

Deprived of his grandson Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto felt very lonely and longed to see him, and, 

at length, Wakeikazuchino-Kami appeared to him in a dream and informed him that, if he 

were worshipped as directed, he would reappear. Takeisunumi-no-Mikoto followed the 

instructions which included the use of Aoi and Katsura as wigs, the running of horses and the 

setting up of "are," probably some kind of flag etc., and Wakeikazuchi-no-Mami duly 

descended. The scene of this worship is believed to have been Miareyama, the mountain at 

whose base the Kami shrine now stands.” 

 

The role and symbol of natural elements like mountains will be discussed in the last chapter 

of this work, as well as the “himorogi” and “iwasaka”, elements of the oldest and most 

primitive Shintō. 

Here then, though for many long years no buildings beyond a simple" himorogi " were 

erected, we have the foundation of the great Kami Kamo shrine.  

It is, I think, quite clear that the worship of Wakeikazuchi-no-Kami was inaugurated by his 

grandfather some 2500 years ago, and that subsequently, every year at the same date, all the 

family assembled to pay their homage in accordance with the rites prescribed by the Deity 

himself. This annual service is the Miare matsuri and is the true festival of the shrine. It is 

still observed 3 days prior to the Aoi matsuri, i. e. on the 12th of May. It is highly esoteric and 

not for the participation of the public. 

In due course both Teketsunumi-no-Mikoto and Tamayori-hime withdrew their corporeal 

presence from this world, and Tamayorihiko, or his descendants, instituted their worship 

much on the same lines as that of Wakeikazuchi-no-Kami. The site of this worship cannot be 

definitely determined, but it is generally believed to have been at, or close to, Mikageyama. 

This was the origin of the Shimo shrine. Personally I am of the belief that in the first place 

there were separate places of worship for Tamayorihime and Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto, and 

that, in the first instance, the Shimo shrine was the abode of Tamayorihime only. In the same 

way as the Miare Matsuri is the original festival of the Kami shrine, the Mikage Matsuri, 

celebrated on the same day, is the original festival of the Shimo shrine, but, unfortunately, it 

no longer preserves its primitive form, though it still retains many highly interesting features.” 
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All these elements are linked to one of the most famous Imperial Shinto festival: Aoi matsuri: 

“In the reign of the Emperor Kimmei the country suffered from a series of terrible storms, the 

harvest failed, and the distress was acute, and the Emperor accordingly ordered divination to 

be made as to the cause, and it was revealed that it was due to the "tatari " or curse of the 

Deities of Kamo, but that if a festival were organised in their honour fruitful seasons would 

be assured. It is quite clear that at this time the deities of Kamo were worshipped as deities of 

agriculture. By divine oracle it was ascertained that the day following the esoteric celebration 

would be acceptable, and the festival was held at the Imperial expense, and became an 

annual event. There are several brief references to it in the national annals, notably a decree 

by the Empress Gemmei ordering the attendance of the Kokushi, thus making it a provincial 

festival of the first importance. Though it continued to be observed till the end of the Heian 

era, it gradually became more and more overshadowed by the new Court festival, i.e. the Aoi 

Matsuri, and finally fell into abeyance. There is however ample evidence to show that at one 

time it was highly prosperous and popular, and it is known that shooting on horseback 

formed a feature. It was undoubtedly a joint festival of two shrines. Then, in Enryaku 3 (784), 

the Emperor Kwammu decided to move his capital out of the province of Yamato into that of 

Yamashiro, and this was destined to have a vital effect on the fortunes of Kamo. It is I think as 

clear as anything can be that, by the beginning of Enryaku, the Kamo shrines had attained a 

position of unchallenged preeminence in the province of Yamashiro. Buildings had been 

erected by order of the Emperor Temmu, and, though it cannot be definitely proved, it is most 

probable that by the time of the Emperor Kwammu the Shimo shrine occupied approximately 

its present site.” 

 

All the elements now are gathered to talk about the buildings. I must confess I would have 

thought that Ponsonby-Fane would start from there: a typical Western would have started by 

the description of the shrines, then their history and the deities worshipped. Since Ponsonby-

Fane does the contrary, can we suppose his development is more Japanese than European? As 

we pointed it above, he gives an extreme importance to the Imperial Shinto, in fact almost 

exclusively. 

Nonetheless, he mentions the rebuilding ritual in the Kamo shrines every 21 year. He 

interprets it as a material necessity, and this too seems a bit curious to me, though I do not aim 

to develop here about shikinen sengū. 
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In the 9th year of Chogen (1036), the Emperor Go-Suzaku decreed that the Kama shrines 

should be rebuilt every 21 years, Nijuichinen zoei. This which had originally been a matter of 

necessity had long become simply a compliment, and it is perhaps a little curious that it had 

not already been paid to Kama, seeing that it had been in force for many years at Kashima, 

Katori, Kasuga, Sumiyoshi and other shrines. The Nijuichinen zoei was fairly faithfully 

carried out up to Shohei 3 (1348), but then the next rebuilding was not till Oei 14, 68 years 

later. Then in Empo 7 (1679) Gojunen zoei, or 50 yearly rebuilding, is said to have been 

decreed, but as a matter of fact 37 years was the longest period that ever elapsed.” 

Then comes the description of the honden, basically consisting on the date of the buidings, 

their state of conservation, the construction style (nagare-zukuri), the red color, the hinoki 

roof, etc…: 

“The present Go Honden of the Kami shrine dates from Bunkyu 3 (1863), when it was 

decided to revert again to the Nijuichinen zoei, but, as a matter of fact, this has never been 

done. The Go Honden of the Shima shrine dates from Tempo 6 (1835), but all buildings are 

now kept in good repair. Though at the Kami shrine there is, and always has been, but one za, 

there are two Go Honden, precisely the same, side by side, and this presents a problem, which 

is not easy to solve, but, nowadays, at any rate, one is regarded merely as for use in 

emergency. The Go Honden at both shrines are in Nagarezukuri, but a special feature of the 

Shima shrines is that they have a red lacquered railing to the verandas, all the rest of the 

buildings being the natural colour of the wood though adorned with the Aoi crest in bronze. 

They are of course thatched with hinoki but have Hakomune emblazoned with the Aoi crest in 

Gold. There are neither Chigi nor Katsuogi. The interior is a single chamber known as Naijin, 

and in it stands the Michodai, of which the hangings are changed summer and winter. There 

are also duplicate sets of robes, for the deity kept in a Karahitsu. There is no Mitamashiro. 

Though the temptation is very great, I must refrain from entering on an architectural 

description of the other buildings, of which, at both shrines, there are many, but it must be 

stated that, though they clearly belong to the same age and school, the layout of the two 

shrines differs very considerably.” 

As he mentioned it at the very beginning of his text, the history of the Kamo shrines is 

extremely complicated, and tries again to figure out about the real date of foundation and 

rebuilding: 

“Broadly speaking they may perhaps be classified as being in Shindenzukuri, but they are 

unique, and, in the opinion of architectural experts, reflect the special characteristics of the 

early part of the Heian era. Though the actual buildings themselves date only from Kwan-ei 6 
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(1629), they have, as specimens of an old style, been under the special protection of the 

Government since Meiji 34 (1901). It would be a matter of the greatest interest if the question 

of their origin could be determined, but, unfortunately, the first rebuilding, of which mention 

is found in the records of the Shimo shrine, is Tenryaku 10 (956), and even this, in all 

probability, refers only to the Go Honden, but Shoku Nihongi mentions that “repairs” were 

effected by the Court in Enryaku 3 i.e, at the time of the building of Nagaokakyo.  

I inclined at one time to the idea that it was at this time that the Kamo shrines assumed 

approximately their present appearance, but, in view of the fact that Nagarezukuri with its 

curved lines is generally thought to have been a somewhat later development in shrine 

architecture, it seems perhaps more probable that there was a later rebuilding of which no 

record remains, and the Konin era with the institution of the Saiin would seem a likely time.” 
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Chapter II. The Japanese research on the jinja: influenced or not by the Western 

perception? 

 
 
It may seem extreme to suppose that Western studies influenced Japanese scholars on 

Japanese studies, but this hypothesis is to be considered through the example of two Japanese 

scholars, specialists of Japanese history of architecture: Fukuyama Toshio and Inagaki Eizō. 

Both Fukuyama and Inagaki may be considered as the reference about Shinto shrines in Japan, 

and their studies may be considered as the Japanese point of view on Shinto shrines, at least 

for late 20th century. 

 

Before discussing about the Western influence from Meiji era, let’s remind of the Japanese 

scholars before Meiji. Did these scholars have a “pure” Japanese vision of Shinto? 

Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801) was the disciple of Kamo-no-Mabuchi. He devoted his life to 

study the Kojiki. Following the steps of his master, he aimed to find the original Japanese 

Shintō, before it was influenced by Buddhist and Chinese mind. His masterwork is the 

Kojikiden (“Commentaries of the Kojiki”), that he completed only three years before his death. 

He inspired the Japanese theologians after him, and he proposed a definition of the term 

“kami” that is still valuable nowadays: 

“The kami, to begin with, refers to all divine being of heaven and earth that appear in the 

classics, and as well their spirits that abide in the consecrated shrines. Moreover, whatever 

seems strikingly impressive, possesses the quality of excellence and inspires a feeling of awe 

such as birds, animals, trees, plants, mountains, oceans, not to mention human beings, is 

called kami.” 

The definition he proposes about Shintō is relevant as well, aiming to transmit the Japanese 

feeling of faith: 

“If one asks what on earth Shintō is, it is not a natural “way” of heaven and earth, nor a 

“way” created by man, but it is the “way” that Izanagi-no-ohkami and Izanami-no-ohkami, 

both of whom are the ancestral kami of other kami, commenced according to the august spirit 

of Takamimusubi-no-kami, and that Amaterasu-ohmikami succeeded too and transmitted. 

Therefore, we call this “way” the way of kami.” 

 

After Motoori Norinaga, Hirata Atsutane (1776-1843), can be considered as one of the most 

famous Shintō theologians. He aimed to present Shinto as a national Japanese faith, revering 
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the Emperor and his Ancestor deities such Amaterasu-Ohmikami, the sun Goddess. He 

contributed to make polar the term Kokugaku, “native studies”, opposed to Kangaku, 

“chinese studies”. Maybe Hirata can be considered as Motoori’s successor, since he aimed to 

restore a “true Japanese mind”, the Japanese mind before the introduction of Chinese culture 

and Confucianism. 

 

Nowadays, the two main reference Japanese scholars about Shinto shrines are Fukuyama 

Toshio (1905-1995) and Inagaki Eizō (1926-2001). They are supposed to give 

an absolute Japanese perspective, on an absolute Japanese subject, that is 

to say: Shinto shrines. But as I personally started to search about terms 

like “himorogi” or “iwasaka”, about natural elements on the precincts 

of the shrine, the meaning of temporary shrines I noticed that there were 

very few elements about it on Fukuyama and Inagaki’s works. 

 

 
1. Fukuyama Toshio and Inagaki Eizō: an absolute Japanese point of view? 

 

 

Fukuyama Toshio’s complete works deal with history of Japanese architecture in general, and 

the part about Shinto shrines begins with a short description of the non built forms of jinja: 

himorogi and iwasaka, then some examples of jinja with no shinden, such as Ō-Miwa shrine 

near Nara. But soon after this short description comes the detailed description of the 

architectural styles of Shinto shrines. 

The terms “himorogi”, “iwasaka” are difficult to apprehend for a non-Japanese, and it is not 

really explained in Western languages. Nonetheless, there is one exception, the French Jesuit 

missionary Jean-Marie Martin (cited previously as a reference of Ponsonby-Fane), and I could 

find some explanations for the first time in books from Japanese scholars. Here I quote for 

example Fukuyama T.: 

“About the origin of Shinto shrines, one necessarily confronts the problem of himorogi and 

iwasaka as they are called in the classical literature. It is therefore necessary to consider.” 

“iwasaka can designate the of a sacred area, and himorogi is an architectural device, 

portable by one or two persons during the celebrations.” 
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“So, himorogi and iwasaka have been since primitive times extremely important in 

ceremonies and rituals dedicated to the kami, and the architecture of shrines appeared later 

is strongly linked to these two elements.” 

The third term, closely linked to himorogi and iwasaka, the term iwakura too is almost not 

considered by Western shcolars except Jean-Marie Martin: 

“Ama no iwakura” (“Heavenly Iwakura”) means throne of the deities in the Takamagahara 

 

After having explained these essential terms, Fukuyama and Inagaki too explain something 

extremely typical of Japanese Shintō shrines: shrines with no shinden. The most famous 

example cited is of course the Mount Miwa, near Nara: 

“Still found at the foot of the mountain a three bay torii and an oratory from which one can 

pray the Mount Miwa.” 

Some other examples are not so famous, at least for foreign lectors, such as Isonokami shrine:  

“It is mentioned in the Engishiki the presence of pavilions such as a main pavilion, annex 

pavilions, Saeki pavilion, but a text from Muromachi era says this shrine never had a pavilion, 

just like at Miwa shrine. It is difficult to interpret the very vague term of “main pavilion” 

mentioned in the Engishiki, but at least it is for sure there was no pavilion for the last 

centuries.” 

 

The discussion then, again with Fukuyama and Inagaki also, turns to the temporary pavilions 

(and the relation with the Daijosai) and finally the permanent pavilions: 

 “According to Jokanshiki the Daijogu pavilion existence lasts 5 days, precisely because of its 

temporary destination, and is destroyed as soon as the ceremony ended. The eastern part of 

Daijogu is called Yuki-in , and the western part Suki-in, which have both in its southern part 

amid a main lodge. These buildings housed the abode of the deity, which makes a real 

shinden. They are made of timbers embedded directly into the ground, on a north-south axis, 

with five bays long and two wide span of the first three northern bays form the "muro" the 

southern two bays the "do". The entrance on the gable side tsuma-iri, the roof is shaped 

kirizuma covered with fresh grass, on which are placed eight katsuogi and chigi. The Muro 

walls are covered with straw mats on the walls facing east, south, and west, with sliding 

partitions "shoji" inside. Depending on the source of input and according to a somewhat later 

example, it was located in the western bay of the southern part of do. Door separating the 

muro and opinions is do closed by a removable partition of reeds, and curtain fabric. Inside is 

spread grass "ashikagusa" or "atsukagusa" which is arranged on a bamboo tray covered with 
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mats in muro. The place dedicated to the kami, fairly large, is at the center of muro, and 

another smaller seat in the southeast corner, the imperial throne is placed in the north.” 

 

 
We can say almost the same about Inagaki Eizō’s “History of of Shinto shrines”, the contents 

looks very similar in general, but Inagaki seems to develop a little bit more about the 

himorogi, sacred mountains and sacred stones and rocks in Shinto cult. 

 

The image Westerners have of a jinja is most often a wooden building, well-defined style, 

built in a wooded area, or a pure natural environment and a difficult access to the common 

people: "The locations where the sacrifices were celebrated were chosen preferably on the 

tops of mountains and hills. This is also where the temples are often built nowadays. Peaks, in 

fact, are closer to the gods who are supposed to reside high in "plain air" and in addition. 

Less trodden by the feet of humans, there is chance to find stain free spaces. " From this quote 

from Father Jean-Marie Martin, a Jesuit missionary of the late 19th and early 20th century, 

three important elements of Shinto worship and architecture: the strong presence of nature, 

buildings dedicated to religion, and finally, the notion of purity. It certainly gives the most 

commonly accepted definition and seems credible, but if we look more closely at this issue, 

can we say this ideal image represents of Shintō architecture, or does it concern only a small 

number of ideal shrines, models such as Ise or Izumo shrine? In fact, does jinja necessarily 

means a building? What do mountains and nature represent in the Shintō religion. Is a jinja 

always placed in the wilderness, away from the stain caused by people? 

 

The three terms jinja, miya, or honden can be translated into English by either “shrine”. 

However, the distinction is clear in Japanese language between these three terms. We will 

demonstrate that the term jinja has a very broad sense, though the meaning of miya and 

honden are different but both designate a building. Miya originally means "palace", and is 

used for the homes of important people such as the emperor and the court nobles, the word 

would subsequently be borrowed designate the abode of the gods as well. The honden also 

translated by shrine or sanctuary, main pavilion, or Holy of Holies of a jinja is a highly sacred 

building, containing the object embodying the kami in this world. The translation of honden 

by Holy of Holies into English, main pavilion, or shrine sometimes could just fool us, because 

honden designates "only" the most sacred building in the jinja. 
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This gives us an idea of the buildings that may be present in the jinja, but researchers like 

Fukuyama Toshio commit us to have a more comprehensive view on this question: "If we 

define a sanctuary as the place to venerate a kami, the precincts and buildings held there, it 

takes a much larger sense than what is commonly called a Shinto shrine." He warns us on the 

sanctuaries not to reduce the term jinja only to the buildings standing in front of us, and 

reminds us that it is appropriate to consider the sanctuary as these buildings and their location 

or dare I say especially their location and the particular intimate relationship between the 

Shinto shrine and its precincts. 

 

In the history of Japanese spirituality, when the term jinja appeared? What was the meaning at 

that time? Perhaps the question of original worship and ancient Shinto shrines can enlighten 

us. 

 

It seems that the etymology of the word "jinja" has its origin in the word "mori", "forest" in 

Japanese: "The word "mori", means grove or forest, is a synonym for "jinja" or sanctuary in 

archaic Japanese. According to the Nihongi, at the time of the gods was built a shrine with 

sacred trees and mountains around to worship the deities who were invoked. These shrines 

surrounded by trees were actually groves, and formerly served as sanctuaries [...]." Reverend 

Father Jean-Marie Martin, also supports this hypothesis: " In the poems of Man.yōshū the 

term mori, forest, is often used with the meaning of jinja (Shinto shrine). Even now almost all 

the temples, except in large cities and newly built, are backed by thick woods, which spread a 

mysterious shadow over the sanctuary. " 

 

The researchers seem to agree on an almost immediate relationship between the theme of the 

forest and jinja, but rather than the forest and the tree it seems that the worship of mountains 

and rocks is extremely important and still lively in modern Shinto. Mori Mizue reports an 

example of the sanctuary Ō-miya in Suwa, where there is no Holy of Holies but simply an 

oratory built in front of a sacred mountain regarded as the go-shintai ("divine body"). This 

term is also used for the mountains shintai-zan, literally "divine body mountain." In the case 

of a hill, it is called Mi-muro or kannabi-yama, and iwasaka when it comes to a simple stone. 

 

For Kato Genchi, there exists another element in which the Shinto shrine has its origin: the 

grave. " The origin of Shinto shrines is twofold: firstly, the forest, and also the grave." One 

can read in almost all popular books dealing with Shinto in Western language that it is the 
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religion of purity and any cause of stain there would be taboo, kami loathing places 

contaminated by death. One might then think that the care of the body and the soul of the 

deceased have been entrusted exclusively to Buddhism. But if you look at the academic 

literature on this issue, they highlight the strong link between Shinto and the cult of the dead, 

and that probably no religion in the world is an exception. Many shrines are actually the place 

of worship of a deceased person, and Kato Genchi wrote about it: "[...] one of the origins of 

Shinto shrine is the tomb, where the dead have found a final resting place. ", and " The 

sanctuary can be the place of worship of a mortal deified emperor or other descendant of the 

gods, many mounds and tombs of important personalities are still considered jinja. ". Also 

according Kato Genchi, the tradition of necrolatry is deeply rooted in Japan, and many 

mausoleums of Emperor are actually shrines: "The grave is a place where lies the soul or 

spirit of the deceased, and in the case where the death was deified, his tomb became a de 

facto sanctuary where the divine spirit, the god must be worshiped. ". A mortal can be deified 

after his death and revered because of its rank and prestigious heredity, or a person who is 

seeking to appease the vengeful soul. In this regard, Ponsonby-Fane recalls the origin of the 

Kitano Shrine in Kyoto: Sugawara no Michizane (845-703), scholar and poet illustrates the 

Heian period, had a brilliant career and became a minister during the reign of Daigo- tennô, 

but he fell into disgrace and was exiled from the city by the powerful Fujiwara family. After 

his death, misfortune, several fires and deaths struck their clan. Some forty years after his 

death, they posthumously gave him all the honors due to his rank, and they even especially 

erected a shrine to him in order to appease his wrath, the Kitano shrine in Kyoto. Finally, it 

seems that not only shrines are raised for men but also the gods with a tragic end. "The 

goddess Izanami would have died giving birth to the fire god Kagutsuchi and then buried in 

the village of Arima in Kii Province. She is always worshiped with dances, songs and music 

in front of her. " 

 

Forest, mountain, tomb: these three elements are the roots of Shinto worship and jinja. 

Thereafter, how have the rituals evolved? How and when the temporary and permanent 

architecture entered Shintoism to become part of jinja? To begin to figure it out, this let’s try 

to understand a very simple definition proposed by Ponsonby-Fane "abode of the deity" or 

"house of the deity." For home, we immediately think of a house with a roof. Does he mean 

by that something like ... a building dedicated to that, or any place where the kami are 

present? 
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Tangible or intangible in nature or in an urban environment, public or private, would the jinja 

be anywhere or anything where you suspect the presence of a deity? If we consider this 

hypothesis, then kami resides in homes, workplaces, hospitals, shops, schools and universities 

in the kamidana provided for their use: those places that we visit every day, would they also 

of jinja? On a larger scale, some villages, some cities or entire regions may be the same way 

the residence of the gods: a jinja. Japan, then, created by the couple of deities Izanagi and 

Izanami, kami land so sacred land, Japan would be itself a jinja. 

 

It seems that in the primitive Shinto, people worshiped the kami without architecture; they 

thought that the gods descended in an area that had been previously purified by them. Once 

this area has been prepared, called the kami to descend into a branch of sakaki stuck in earth 

or in a stone, then respectfully requested to leave once the ceremony was finished: "In the 

oldest Shinto is not believed kami stood in a certain place, it is imagined rather that they 

came down at the call of the priest and his followers during the time of the ceremony, then 

walked away as it ended. For a long time, not just at the time when Japanese people were 

nomadic, there were no places of worship remains fixed, they prepared whenever a sacrifice 

(matsuri) should be celebrated. " In the previous quote, as" places of worship ", the Reverend 

Father Jean-Marie Martin is not clear building of worship, but it emphasizes the temporary 

nature of this place: it is sacred not to be permanently, but by the powerful words of the priest, 

and only during the matsuri. "[...] It was determined the sacred precincts (shiki), which were 

defined either by a pile of stones (iwa-kura, iwa-saka, Kôgo-ishi) or a hedge (himorogi), 

made of evergreen trees (tokiwa-ki). This enclosure was transformed to a pure place to 

perform the rites. Reciting the norito, the priest takes care to point out to the kami that the 

enclosure is completely pure: kiyomawari, yumawari, kono niwa ni, he recites. ". 

Fukuyama explains how these temporary places of worship have evolved to become 

permanent, but unlike Father Martin, it is assumed that the precincts were the permanent 

abode of the kami: "At a very early period, especially around events linked to agricultural 

seasons, during the matsuri dominates a fixed sacred place where it is believed that the divine 

spirit descended; gradually these rituals have become regular, and once or twice a year on a 

fixed date edified a temporary pavilion, destroyed as soon as the ritual was over, it seems that 

this buildings has become a permanent over time, accompanied by various auxiliary buildings. 

". 

Fukuyama writes in the above quote, from the ancient times to the present, Shinto rituals were 

governed mainly by the agricultural calendar and rice. The location may be less important 
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than the timing of the ritual was. If one takes the idea to the extreme, we could say that for the 

Japanese and especially in the rural areas the word jinja recalls rather than a place, 

ceremonies and festivities made at the inlet of the rice and harvesting for example. City 

dwellers have also similar references though much less strong and less present of course. 

Jinja in the city also reminds people of the highlights of the year or their lives, rather than a 

place: they have led hatsumōde (first visit of the year to the shrine and the kami, the early 

days of January but especially the first), the wedding (which took place at the shrine probably 

not the cause, but to imitate the Christian tradition), the first presentation of the newborn to 

the shrine called Ō-miya-mairi, children's festival Shichi-Go-San, to mention only the most 

importants. 

"Jinja" in the memories and imagination of the Japanese, recalls the day of the New Year, 

marriage, baptism, matsuri events gathering the inhabitants of a city, a neighbourhood of a 

village? It is important to consider this very strong notion of temporality in Shinto 

architecture, because it allows us to understand the transient nature of shrines in ancient times. 

 

The continental influence entered Japan with the arrival of Buddhism. Indeed, the 

sophistication of Buddhism, its architecture, its clergy, its texts and spiritual theories have 

profoundly changed ancient Shintoism. Rather than head to Buddhism without much chance 

of "surviving", Shinto has chosen to merge with, more or less depending on the periods of 

Japanese history, the compilation of norito that were originally oral tradition, prioritization 

and systematization of religious functions before returning to village chiefs and clans, and 

especially building constructions more monumental for the worship of kami. 

Nowadays, most of us Westerners come to Japan with a naive and simplistic image of the 

Japanese religious architecture that consists in all the Shinto shrines a wooden construction, 

retired on the rear of a path in wild nature, and Buddhist temples storefront, displaying all 

their gilding and wealth, highly influenced by continental style architecture. Beyond the 

perfect postcard snapshot of jinja or reference jinja such as Ise or Izumo shrine, the in situ 

difference between jinja and ji-in is often very small. 

 

 

2. A history of Shinto architecture: the evolution of the honden 
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The onset of built shrines can be traced back only to the late seventh century, as people started 

to build temporary houses, destroyed as soon as the ritual ended. This custom is related with 

the Daijōsai ceremony (Shinto ritual during which the new emperor sharing the first rice 

harvest of his reign) performed on the occasion of the enthronement of a new emperor, 

consisting in building a temporary pavilion daijōgū. Made of non-squared timber logs, it is 

destroyed immediately after the ceremony. One might think that this tradition has given the 

other particularity of Shinto architecture: the jinja perpetuated periodic rebuilding shikinen 

zôtai to renew the shrine in an identic aspect, but in new materials seeming freshly 

implemented. The only shrine still carrying on this tradition is the Ise Shrine, known as 

shikinen sengu (periodic reconstruction). 

These constructions have turned permanent over time, imitating the aristocratic architecture. 

Such a shrine as Izumo is representative of the imperial residences of that time. The tateana 

jukyō (semi-buried protohistoric hut), and takayuka jukyō (high raised constructions over 

piloti) are also at the origin of the first shrines, as Shinto architecture does not have windows. 

The rice granary may have been a model, due to its vital function to store and prevent rice 

from humidity and rodents. 

The purest example of Shinto architecture is undoubtedly Ise, prototype of the shinmei style 

(shinmei-zukuri). Ise voluntarily shows a very archaic aspect, contrasting very much with the 

Buddhist architecture of that time. The aspect of the Izumo Shrine is massive, and its 

gigantism is legendary. It is the prototype of the taisha style (taisha-zukuri). The Sumiyoshi 

shrine in Osaka seems to be of a very similar style to the daijōgū pavilion mentioned above. 

These three main styles were the less influenced by Buddhism. When Buddhism was first 

introduced in Japan in the sixth century, it was adopted only by a handful of aristocrats. It is 

from the eighth century that the real boom started to compete for the indegenous Shinto and 

mingle with it. The structure of the constructions and the shape of the roofs became 

increasingly sophisticated, and the shrines started to have corridors and extensions just like in 

Buddhist monasteries. 

The kasuga style and nagare style show a great sophistication in the aspect of the roof, 

influenced from continental architecture. These two styles are the most prevalent in the 

archipelago. In early medieval times, the building techniques and structural elements of 

Buddhist temples allow Shinto architecture to become more and more monumental. From the 

fifteenth century, some shrines have adopted an extremely rich and exuberant ornamentation, 

and the Momoyama period (late sixteenth-early seventeenth century) was the rise of carved 

decorations in jinja, as in Tōshōgū shrine in Nikko, representing gongen style. 
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The sacred area keidai on which the houses are located is indicated by a torii portico, and 

surrounded by a first fence. It marks a limit more than it protects anything, as jinja do not 

close in the evening, and one can step in at any time. The koma-inu statues (animal guardians), 

the tōrō (lanterns), trees, large rocks, all these elements arranged in pairs on the sandō path, as 

well as other torii, they mark that one is gradually approaching the abode of the deity. 

Successively stand the haraiden (ablution hall), a shamusho (administration building), a 

maidono (stage dance) or kagura-den (pavilion sacred dances), to offer entertainment to the 

kami. The haiden (oratory) and heiden (offering hall) are aligned before the honden (main 

lodge or Holy of Holies). The honden is surrounded by a fence. It contains the go-shintai 

(body-divine) of the kami, that can be a mirror, a sword or other object. And last, the Treasury 

pavilion retains fabrics, weapons, statues, mandara and other valuables. It is the most sacred 

pavilion after the honden. The faithful never step inside the pavilion dedicated to the kami. 

The annex shrines (bessha, sessha and massha) house minor deities, they stand around the 

main shrine inside the keidai enclosure or otherwise they are located far from the main shrine. 

From a miniature annex shrine representing the exact form of the main shrine, people can 

send their prayers to the most prestigious shrines across Japan. From the smallest to the 

hugest, somehow jinja can be considered as a network covering the whole country, and make 

the islands itself a jinja. 
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Chapter III. Observations in-situ visits of Shinto shrines 

 
1. A personal definition of “jinja” 

 
 

Before discussing about the duality of the notion “jinja”, I would like to propose a personal 

definition of this term. Though “personal” might not be correct, as I tried to gathered all the 

information concerning shintō architecture in Western language, this may give the actual 

Western point of view. 

 

The jinja exists at various levels of the life in Japan. The most famous, the Ise Shrine (Mie 

Prefecture), has a national presence and is a pilgrimage site where people go once or more in 

one’s life. Some jinja have a regional influence, as Fushimi Inari Taisha (Kyoto), where one 

goes once a year for Hatsumode (the first visit of the year at the shinto shrine) to pray for the 

protection of the kami for the New Year. Japanese people go to the jinja of their district or 

their village to celebrate monthly rituals or those related to the seasons and the agricultural 

calendar. At the smallest scale, kamidana (household shinto altar) is placed in the main room 

of the house, in a high shelf, and also in non-domestic places like work places or shops. 

People can pray even daily to the kami. 

Jinja is officially a corporation classified by the Jinja Honcho (Central Bureau of Shinto 

shrines). Exist 80000 of them, but if we add the unclassified shrines, the actual number would 

exceed 100,000. They take, according to their importance, the suffix jingū, taisha, gū, jinja. 

The term jinja appears late in medieval times in the ninth century, but their origin can be 

traced back at least to the kofun period. The most primitive forms of the jinja would be 

himorogi and iwasaka (sacred shinto area bounded by a stone border). Kami were invited to 

descend on an area previously purified, in a kannabi mountain, a Chinju no mori sacred forest 

(in the poems of the Man.yōshū, shrines are evoked by the term mori which means "forest"), a 

venerable go-shinboku tree, a branch of sakaki, or a water source. These rituals were held 

with no architecture, and some shrines still have no honden, as Ō-miwa shrine (Nara): one can 

pray the kami of Mount Miwa from the lodge located at the mountain foot. The two necessary 

conditions to call it jinja are the presence of a divine body go-shintai and a fence demarcating 

a sacred space. The celebration of matsuri, rituals are closely linked to the agricultural 

calendar ceremonies. The main ones take place for the rice planting and harvesting, and also 

the period of the year when comes a high risk for the fields to be ravaged by insects. Still now, 

the jinja occupies a prominent place in Japanese rural culture. 
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The site is extremely important in the case of shinto shrines, but only as it is inhabited by the 

gods. If the kami would wish to leave, or if it is humbly prayed to do so, the site immediately 

would become profane again. This explains the nomadism of the jinja. A kami can travel 

inside an o-mikoshi (sacred palanquin Shinto), transported from his shrine to the streets of the 

village, to be returned once the festivities are over. In mountain villages, people take the deity 

from the peak to the village in early spring in order to bring the vitality of the kami into the 

rice fields, and thereby ensure a good harvest. When winter comes, they bring the kami back 

to the top. 

 
 

2. The duality of the jinja: coexistence of the rock and the hut. 
 

 
It seems that most of the Japanese scholars themselves denied absolutely the cult of natural 

elements in the precincts of the jinja. Of course Fukuyama and Inagaki mention it but quite 

shortly. Under the influence of the Western scholars, it seems that they refrained from 

developing about too “primitive” elements. 

 
In Kyoto, Taishi-michi avenue in Uzumasa district, a large unpainted wooden torii portico, 

preceded by two lanterns on either side, invites to enter the sacred area of the Konojima 

shrine. A small bridge crosses a canal, and goes into the sandō path leading to the main lodge. 

On the left, two torii preceded by two fox guardian statues lead to small annex shrines. The 

main road goes into the vegetation under the trees, and the atmosphere darkens as one 

progresses. The sandō leads right to the sacred dance stage, the haiden oratory and honden 

main lodge, all aligned in north-south direction. A couple of steps lead up to the oratory, as 

the coin thrown into the provided offering box tinkles loudly. At this sound, the kami is 

warned of the presence of the faithful, and will to listen to his requests. Traditions vary 

depending on the shrines, but many admit the following way: bow twice, straighten up and 

then clap one’s hands twice, say his prayer to the kami and ends bowing deeply one last time. 

The average people cannot step further the haiden. The honden is in sight, very close, but the 

doors are closed. 

Except for the absence of an ablution pavilion in the shrine (we will explain the reason for 

this absence), the course leading to the torii, honden, the different gestures and rituals that 

punctuate this course are not uncommon, and it could be about the same in many common 

shrines. But if one takes the trouble to observe more carefully around, it might be noted 

before reaching the oratory, on one’s left hand from the main road, one more torii. A couple 
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of steps of a staircase cranking left lead down into a pond bed, now dry, called Moto-Tadasu 

no ike. On the right side, a bamboo fence stands on the way to the northern part of the former 

pond. On the center of the pond bed stands, and it is rare enough to be reported, a triple torii. 

Below this torii, a small mound of stones is surmounted by a go-hei. 

  
Triple torii in Konojima shrine 

 
The illustrations Miyako meisho zue 都 名 所 図 会 1 ("Collected illustrations of the famous 

places of Kyoto") show a configuration substantially identical to nowadays (except the 

dancing pavilion, more recent): the main pavilions and annexes inside the keidai, the pond, 

the triple torii, the small stones mound as well as the go-hei in the center. 

1 AKISATO Rito 秋里籬嶋, Miyako meisho zue 都名所図絵, Rinsen shoten 臨川書店, 1967 (first edition 1786) 
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General view of Konojima shrine in Miyako meisho zue 

 

The triple torii and the go-hei overcoming this little pile of stones mark the importance and 

sacredness of this specific place. 

This source of water is actually at the origin of the foundation of the Konojima shrine in this 

particular place, in the end of the Asuka era (approximately late seventh century), in a forest 

known as Moto-Tadasu no mori. This area is now known as Uzumasa mori ga higashi chō, it 

is largely urbanized. It was founded by a community of immigrants from the mainland2, who 

imported craft techniques such as spinning and weaving silk. Having always highly depended 

on the presence and abundance of water, they had been worshipping the deities of springs, 

rivers and wells in their former country. For this reason, the Konojima shrine is also called 

Kaiko no yashiro, "silkworm shrine". Soon they spread the rumour that a summer footbath, 

specifically washing hands and feet, cures and preserves from diseases for the current year. 

This explains the absence of the pavilion of ablution haraiden that can be found in almost 

every shinto shrine (and even to some Japanese Buddhist temples): the faithful can wash in 

2 Kyoto-fu bunkazai hogo kikin hen 京都府文化財保護基金編, Kyoto no shaji bunka vol.1 京都の社寺文化, 
Kyoto : Kyoto-fu bunkazai hogo kikin hen 京都 : 京都府文化財保護基金, 1971-1972, p.54-55 
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the pure water of the pond. This tradition of summer washing still exists in the Shimogamo 

shrine (also in Kyoto) which is attached to the Konojima shrine, in July or the mitarashi 

matsuri. 

The climate, or should we say the climates of Japan are such that people do not have to worry 

about drought, but the presence and abundance of water is no less vital and necessary, not 

only to domestic activities but also crafts including sericulture and things related to the 

manufacture and dyeing of silk. This example of the Konojima shrine illustrates that it is quite 

common that the wells, rivers, waterfalls and other water points are revered for the presence 

of a kami. 

Whether some water source like the example mentioned above, surrounded by a shimenawa 

sacred rope ornate with shide white folded paper, some stone, or some old tree, it is common 

to find in the precincts of a jinja a natural element to which the faithful show the same respect 

as to the honden. These natural elements, considered as dwelling of a kami, and sacred 

pavilions coexist in the same keidai enclosure, both in town and in rural areas. 

 

The enclosure of the Ise Shrine contains many examples of this duality between natural and 

built elements in a jinja. Divided into a Gekū outer shrine dedicated to the goddess of 

abundant food Toyoke Ō-mi-kami and a Naikū inner shrine dedicated to the sun goddess 

Amaterasu ō-mi-kami, Ise of 125 annex shrines. 

One of these annex shrines, situated about 300 meters north of Gekū is called Tsukiyomi 

shrine (not to be confused with the sanctuary Tsukiyomi, an annex shrines of the Naikū), is 

dedicated to the Moon god Tsukuyomi, Amaterasu’s brother. Ten meters away to the left 

from the honden, a huge tree can be seen, with a curious form, strongly bent over, supported 

by a sort of huge crutch. 
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Sacred tree in Tsukiyomi shrine 月夜見宮 

 

The shaft is hollow at its base. At first sight it seems that these are two trees out from the 

ground, but they join above in a trunk of one tree. At the foot of this tree or more precisely 

inside stands a stone, preceded by a pair of small guardian foxes koma-kitsune, messengers of 

the goddess of grain Inari. Before the stone foxes, is a small offering box, preceded by a torii. 

There is no shinden or any kind of shrine, just a stone and a tree. The shape and size of this 

sacred tree is so impressive, it may be the pretext of the location of this small shrine in this 

specific location. This shrine may seem ridiculously small compared to the work of 

architecture located close to it, it obviously has no name, but it has nevertheless a great 

importance for the faithful, who make an offering and a prayer there. 

The importance of trees in shinto rituals has been perpetuated from ancient times until now. 

The trees of the Ise shrine illustrate it perfectly, but it is observed in many less famous shrines 

also. The Kibune shrine on Mount Kibune in northern Kyoto, is preceded by many small 

annex shrines on the mountain path that leads there, and also great majestic trees girded with 

a shimenawa rope. Can be seen from time to time a faithful standing in front of one of these 

sacred trees, snapping hands twice ceremoniously, nodding toward the ground and pray with 

eyes closed slightly, hands still clasped. This scene may be surprising to anyone not familiar 
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to Japan and its popular culture can be in 2013, in an industrialized country to act of devotion 

to a single tree? To understand this scene, one should have in mind that Japanese people see 

the sacred presence of the kami in trees. A hinoki (Japanese cypress Chamaecyparis obtusa), 

a sugi (cryptomeria japonica), or a branch of sakaki (cleyera japonica) are not sacred 

themselves but as they are inhabited by gods, permanently or just for the time of a matsuri3. 

 

The Kojiki mention this sakaki evergreen tree, in the “cave” episode. Legend has it that the 

goddess Amaterasu, exasperated by her brother Susano-o’s outrageous attitude, locked herself 

up in a cave and put the world into darkness and chaos. To make her out of retirement, the 

kami assembly then proceeded to a divination and sent one of them uproot and fetch the 

largest and most beautiful sakaki he can find, to hang fabrics offerings on the lower branches, 

a mirror on the middle ones, and a celestial necklace on the upper branches. The goddess 

Ame-no-Uzume then performed a dance, which indecency caused the hilarity of the assembly. 

Intrigued by the sound of their burst of laugh in a world that should be supposed to be 

desperate of her absence, she gave a look outside. The kamis presented the mirror to her, and 

she released gradually, captivated by her own reflection. When completely out, while a kami 

firmly grabbed her hand, another tended nimbly a sacred shimenawa rope behind her to 

prevent her from hiding back to the cave. The sun was shining again and the order of the 

world restored back. 

This " prototype sacrifice " as the Reverend-pere Jean-Marie Martin4 calls it, gives almost all 

the clues for the ancient matsuris, including one particularly interesting: the himorogi. 

 

It is difficult to define “himorogi” 神籬 in a few words, this term consists in the ideograms 

SHIN/kami 神 or divinity, and kaki 籬 that means closing, suggest a sacred area, bounded by 

a fence. The most common definition of himorogi is a tree or a branch of sakaki "abode of the 

kami" and the Historical Dictionary of Shinto gives the following etymology: "-moro-" in “hi-

moro-gi” comes from the word "mori", which means “forest”. If preceded by the prefix “mi”, 

“mi-moro” means "august abode of the gods". Since ancient times, long before the first 

shrines were built, the mystery of the dark and dense woods inspired awe to Japanese 

primitive people. They saw the forests as the abode of the gods, sacred forests designated by 

the expression chinju no mori. These are ideally forests with old and large trees, surrounding 

3 MARTIN J.-M., S.M.E.P., Le shintoïsme ancien, Librairie d’Amérique et d’Orient, Paris, 1988 (first 
edition Hong-Kong, Imprimerie de Nazareth, 1927), p.57 
4 MARTIN J.-M., ibid, p.1-59 
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ancient shrines, but in the case of more recent shrines the presence of trees is essential even in 

a modern chinju no mori, such as the Meiji shrine in Tokyo, built from 1915 to 1926. 

 

The most primitive shintō cult actually takes root in the dense and mysterious woods covering 

majestic mountains, and it seems that the origin of the word "jinja" is linked to the term 

"mori" which means "forest" in Japanese. These two terms are so close that in the Man.yōshū 

"mori" means jinja. Today The foundation of the Ō-miwa shrine in Nara prefecture is 

reported in the " Famous songs of the creation of Izumo " poem collection; the Mount Miwa 

and the virgin forest covering it are considered as the go-shintai divine body, and this shrine 

never had a shinden sacred pavilion: at the foot of the mountain are a three spans torii and an 

oratory haiden from which people pray the spirit of the God Ō-kuninushi no kami. 

 
Mandara of Mount Fuji 富士浅間曼荼羅, Mount Fuji shrine 富士山本宮浅間大社 (15th century) 
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The first objects of worship in ancient shintō were natural elements in which the villagers saw 

the presence of the kamis, and it seems that in primitive Shinto, the worship of the kamis 

needed no architecture. As the society gradually evolved and acquired more and more 

sophisticated craft techniques, artefacts such as mirrors, jewellery and cloth fabrics became 

fetishes, receptacles for the august presence of the kami. The chieftain only had the privilege 

and power to keep these fetishes in his house, and he would take them out only for a matsuri, 

carried in an o-mikoshi palanquin to the ritual place with great fanfare. 

 

The second meaning of "himorogi" is a small portable device such as a shrine to host a kami 

temporarily in a mirror or other object. Due to its small size, it looks quite easy to build one 

specifically for one event, used one and only time. These temporary pavilions are an 

important step in the history of shintō shrines, and the tradition of the Daijōsai ritual is still 

perpetuated now: in the autumn following the enthronement of an emperor, for the harvest 

festival Niinamesai, a pavilion called Daijōgū is specifically constructed. Inside this 

temporary pavilion, the new emperor spends a night and share a meal with the goddess 

Amaterasu. This temporary pavilion has a lifespan of only four days, as it is destroyed fifth 

day soon as all the rituals are completed. Actually two identical pavilions are built, one for the 

first part of the night, the other for the second part until dawn. 

 
Daijōgū temporary pavilions 

 

From these temporary pavilions resulted the tradition of periodic reconstruction shikinen zôtai, 

or shikinen sengū in the case of Ise Shrine. 
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In the medieval period, the introduction of Buddhism made significant changes. The 

sophistication of this new religion from the continent, its architecture, its clergy, its sacred 

texts have profoundly revolutionized ancient shintō: the norito prayers (originally an oral 

tradition) were compiled, the establishment of a clergy providing the religious functions 

formerly held by the clans and village chiefs. And over all, the construction of shintō 

buildings developed increasingly. Following the model of Buddhist temples, shintō 

architecture gradually became more and more monumental, more richly decorated, with 

galleries and multiplies pavilions for the needs of a new highly institutionalized shintō. 

Periodic reconstruction, too expensive and too complex for such constructions, lost vitality 

and meaning, and then disappeared almost completely over time. Only the Ise shrine is still 

carrying this ritual every twenty years, though other sanctuaries merely do more or less 

important repairs, not at a determined interval but when the condition of the building makes it 

necesary. 

 

The historian of architecture Fukuyama Toshio summarizes over 2000 years of the history of 

shinto shrines as following: "In very ancient times, especially on events associated with 

agricultural seasons, during the matsuri a sacred place dominated where people thought that 

the divine spirit would come down. These rituals gradually have become regular, and once or 

twice a year, at a fixed date, a temporary pavilion was built and then destroyed soon as the 

ritual was done. It seems that these constructions have become permanent over time, 

accompanied by various auxiliary buildings. This process widespread, with increasingly 

sophisticated style constructions that gave the Gongen (gongen-zukuri), which flourished 

during the Momoyama and Edo period. However, the evolution of these structures has not 

done consistently over time, as we can see now some shrines of all types, from the most 

primitive style to the Gongen style, some are even going on their own evolution, and this can 

be regarded as a Japanese specificity. "5 

 

One might think that the most primitive forms of jinja would have naturally gone to be 

permanently replaced by more sophisticated ones, but every stage of this evolution can still be 

found all over the archipelago: mountains or forests revered with no shinden, trees and stones 

girded with a shimenawa rope, himorogi, temporary pavilions, and finally permanent 

pavilions. Shinto architecture has this unique particularity that the faithful have not 

5 FUKUYAMA Toshio, Œuvres complètes vol.4, Jinja kenchiku no kenkyū, Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 1984, 
p.4 
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abandoned the most primitive forms as architecture became more sophisticated, and the go-

shinboku trees, chinju no mori forests, sekigami rocks and kannabi mountains, are subject to 

the greatest veneration and are always at the heart of the popular faith. 

After this long digression, back to the Ise shrine, containing many examples of revered natural 

elements in the precincts of the sacred pavilions. One of the first encountered by walking to 

the Naikū inner shrine is the Takimatsuri no kami shrine. It is located in the Isuzu River banks, 

a few steps from the developed portion of the bank, where the faithful can make their 

ablutions. The shrine consists in a small fence surrounding a heap of pebbles and small stones. 

In the centre stands a larger and more prominent stone. This stone houses the god Takimatsuri 

ō no-kami, tutelary kami of the Isuzu River. 

   
Takimatsuri no kami shrine (Naikū of Ise) 

 

In the Naikū precincts again, situated on the west from the Gojo-den pavilion, is a very 

similar thing called Miya no kami no meguri. It consists of a small square of white stones 

bordered by larger stones as in the previous example. In the center of the square stands a 

simple stone. 
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Miya no meguri no kami stone (Naikū of Ise) 

 

Inside the Gekū outer shrine, at a small distance from the fence surrounding the honden in the 

axis of the buildings, three stones can be seen on the ground. Not particularly small nor 

particularly large, at first sight nothing that could call the attention. Yet, they are placed in the 

middle of a square of grey gravel ground delimited by stones, and these delimitation stones 

are about the same size as the three ones in the centre. This square gravel itself is placed in the 

middle of a larger square formed by four posts, connected by a rope shimenawa. The faithful 

pray, after having thrown a coin into the hole in the centre, between the three sacred stones. 

Despite the limit materialized by the rope and the square stones, some people do not hesitate 

to introduce an arm to touch the stones. 
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Three sacred stones (Gekū of Ise) 

 

These simple stones represent the abode of the kami, and there is a specific shintoist term to 

designate it: iwakura refers to it, denoting a stone or group of stones in which a kami would 

be present. But rather than "stone", iwakura literally means "rock seat". 

 

Some iwakura have a remarkably huge size as the Ishii shrine, within the precincts of Ise. It is 

located at the rear of Naikū, a few hundred meters north away from the main pavilion, exactly 

in line with the buildings. Despite the name of the sanctuary, it is actually an iwakura 

standing there, which is a rock of an impressive size Ishii called jinja no kyoiwa "gigantic 

rock of the Ishii shrine." 
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Ishii shrine rock 石井神社の巨岩 

 

Again within the confines of Ise, in the Naikū is another example of a sacred stone near the 

annex shrine Aramatsuri no miya. It is a rock called Momidane no ishi, the name referring to 

the rice harvest, which is part of the barrier of stones and rocks protecting the inner shrine on 

the west side. 
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Momidane no ishi stone 籾種石 

 

In each case we have mentioned, the worship of these stones should not be considered as pure 

litholatry. These stones are actually phallic symbols having the power to fertilize the ricefields 

and bring abundance and prosperity to the villagers. As noted by the Reverend-pere Jean-

Marie Martin: "This [stone] cult has certainly existed in Japan since ancient times. Some 

vestiges still remain now. Many places located on the shores of the sea, along the roads and 

trails, mountainside, bear the name of Tategami (standing god), Ishigami (stone god). It can 

usually be seen a stone upright, surrounded by a straw rope. Sometimes there is a small 

temple beside, but if so it must be of recent construction. These stones were objects of 

worship not as stones, but because their shape, it is needless to say, the idea evoked 

widespread fertilizing powers in nature. [...] These stones, to say all in a word, were seen as 

phallic symbols. "6 

 

These symbols are common in Japanese popular and rural culture, and are closely linked to 

the agricultural calendar and rice. In mountain villages, on the occasion of spring matsuri 

6 MARTIN J.-M., ibid, p.56-57 
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involved in transplanting rice, the villagers go to pick the kami from the top, often embodied 

in a stone, all the way down to the rice fields of the valley to infuse vitality, and thereby 

ensure a good harvest. 

Pairing natural elements show it even more clearly: a couple of trees or rocks connected by a 

sacred rope. 

 
Sacred trees couple in the precincts of Meiji shrine in Tokyo. 

 

The Tsukiyomi shrine mentioned at the beginning of this paper with a sacred tree, actually 

symbolizes a couple, by the fact that from the base appear two different trees joining in the 

upper part to form only one trunk. 

 

The most famous rocks couple in Japan also is near the Ise shrine: the Futamiokitama shrine 

is located on the Futami-chō-e bay, over a mile east away from the mi-Shio-den shrine (annex 

shrine of the Naikū inner shrine, where salt is harvested for the use of offerings and meals of 

the kami). Dedicated to the god Sarutahiko, god of roads and guardian of the sky bridge that 

guided the prince Ninigi-no-mi-koto (grand-son of the sun goddess Amaterasu and 
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grandfather of the first Emperor of Japan) on the way from the heavenly country 

Takamagahara to Earth Ashihara no naka tsukuni, he is called Michi-aki no kami "God 

Opener of the Ways." Legend has it that he also guided the Princess Yamato no hime, 

daughter of Emperor Suinin, partly at the request of her father in search of a suitable place to 

build a new dwelling place worthy of the Sun Goddess Amaterasu Ō-mi-kami. The ablution 

pavilion is decorated with frog statues, animal messenger of the god Sarutahiko. The honden 

is of a curious style, called Sadahiko style. There is another shrine representing the singular 

style of the Sarutahiko shrine, also dedicated to the eponymous god and located closer to the 

Naikū of Ise. 

700 meters away from there, is the true object of worship and the pretext of the foundation of 

the shrine: the rocks couple Futamiura no me-oto iwa. Literally called "husband and wife 

rocks," it is a large rock called "male rock" and a smaller one called "female rock" connected 

by an impressive shimenawa sacred cord. A small torii is placed on top of the great male rock. 

Popular belief associate these rocks couple to the gods of the creation of Japan, the god 

Izanagi and the goddess Izanami. From the beach, the orientation of the rocks allows to see 

the sun rising between them in the morning. 

 

 
Rocks couple Futamiura no me-oto iwa 二見浦の夫婦岩, by Kunisada. 

This beautiful image of the pair of rocks and the sun rising from between each new day is a 

symbol of fertility and fecundity, and abundant fishing. People worship the goddess of the sun, 

without whom the world would be plunged into darkness and suffer calamities. People also 
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revere the sea, which provides to men the fishery and algae, but also the sea and its anger: 

people placate with prayers and offerings the sea that takes the lives of fishermen, and where 

the tsunamis and typhoons come from. 

The fabrication of the rope, or more precisely the five ropes deemed to weigh nearly a ton, 

and the transportation of it is the occasion of a matsuri. Every July 14th, during the "Festival 

of pulling the rope" Shimenawa biki matsuri, the shimenawa are carried on a chariot with the 

sound of singing and drumming from the fabrication place to the Futami okitama shrine 

where they are blessed. The other object of veneration in this site is not visible from the beach, 

it is the rock Okitama Shinseki immersed 500 meters away. 

This example of " husband and wife rocks " is the best known, but configurations of pairs of 

rocks exist all over in the archipelago, there are even examples of three rocks, parents and 

children ("oya-ko iwa "), as Samani in Hokkaido. 

They form a large rock with a smaller one nearby, conjuring up a symbolic image of a 

male/female couple, but some other examples present a much more explicit aspect in many 

jinja: a phallus of a more or less large size, carved out of a tree trunk. They are arranged in o-

mikoshi palanquins in processions for popular festivals such as Honen matsuri every year 

with the arrival of spring, on March 15th. The most popular is the one of Tagata shrine in 

Komaki near Nagoya: a wooden phallus 280kg weigh and 2.50m long is carried in a 

palanquin, shaken and swayed to the rhythm of the songs and calls of participants, exhilarated 

by the arrival of summer and the flowing sake. 

These unequivocal symbols can also be found in the Yaegaki shrine in Matsue (Shimane 

Prefecture). There are wooden phalluses in the main shrine and annex shrines, young women 

flock to them to pray to find a soul mate, make a happy marriage and a prosperous family. 

According to the Kojiki and Izumo legends, the god Susanoo-no-Mikoto saved the Princess 

Inada-hime from a giant eight-headed and eight-tailed serpent. Susanoo defeated the monster, 

and won the hand of the princess for marriage, he settled down with her and had a son, 

Sakusa-no-Mikoto. The Yaegaki shrine was supposedly built to the exact location of their first 

home, and this legend has made it the shrine for relationships, marriage and fertility. 

 

The Suwa Shrine, located on the Suwa Lake in Nagano Prefecture, is the site of a matsuri that 

perfectly illustrates these symbols of fertilizing powers, the on-bashira festival. The historian 

of architecture Fukuyama Toshio quotes it as a well-known example of a shrine without 

shinden, the wooded mountains surrounding being considered as go-shintai: "On both sides of 

the Suwa Lake, the main shrine in south-west, called upper sanctuary, the lower sanctuary is 
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located in north-east. The upper shrine never had a shinden, the kami are present in the 

woodland just beyond the chapel (which was originally a screen). "7 The sanctuary is divided 

into a Kamisha upper shrine and a Shimosha lower shrine. Each has two pavilions, maemiya 

and honmiya for the Kamisha, harumiya (spring shrine) and akimiya (fall shrine) for the 

Shimosha. 

Every six years, the years of the monkey and tiger, tradition dictates to erect four pillars 

defining a sacred area. This matsuri is divided in two stages, the first part being called 

yamadashi literally "extract from the mountain": men cut trunks of some large trees, and then 

convey it or more precisely the make it up from the mountain down to the shrine. This 

tradition known as ki-otoshi " trees down " is an opportunity for young men in the community 

to prove their bravery and virility straddling the trunk at a brisk pace, risking to fall and get 

seriously injured. This example symbolizes the forces of nature down the mountain to come 

fertilize rice fields in spring and thereby ensure a bountiful harvest. At the mountain foot, the 

trunk is raised with great fanfare up to the skyward, and stuck in the ground at the center of a 

sacred area dedicated to it. 

 

This on-bashira pillar is remarkable for its large size and especially the symbolic power it 

bears. This type of powerful symbol may take a hidden and subtle form, especially in the case 

of shin no mi-hashira, the "central pillar". Inagaki Eizo devotes a very interesting chapter in 

his "History of Shinto architecture." 8 In the Naikū inner shrine of Ise, the shin no mi-hashira 

is stuck directly into the ground with no foundation, as well as the other peripheral pillars, its 

top flush with the ground and therefore does not pass through the floor of the honden. In the 

Gekū outer shrine, the shin no mi-hashira emerges half of its height above the ground. During 

the periodic reconstruction, while all the pavilions are removed, only the shin no mi-hashira is 

left in place and protected by a tiny hut. During the following reconstruction, it is removed 

and replaced by a new pillar in a ceremony which exact date is not known by the general 

public, held by night in an utmost discretion and out of sight of ordinary mortals. The shin no 

mi-hashira of Ise therefore has a lifespan of forty years, not twenty years like the pavilions. 

The Japanese expression yukashita no shinko literally means "worship of what is under the 

floor," it refers to the shin no mi-hashira as an object of worship that does not appear in an 

obvious way as in the case of a stone or a rock: the unbuilt jinja stands under the floor of the 

7 FUKUYAMA Toshio, op. ibid. 
8 INAGAKI Eizō 稲垣栄三, Jinja kenchiku shi kenkyū I 神社建築史研究 I, Chūō kōron bijutsu 
shuppan中央公論美術出, 2006, « Dokuritsu no hashira » “独立の柱”、p.175-178 
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built jinja retaining a fetish mirror. The two elements are so related one to each other that they 

seem a single object. Having no constructive but purely symbolic role, this pillar should be 

considered independent of the shinden and its structure, thus Inagaki Eizo called it 

"independent pillar": dokuritsu no hashira. 

 

As in many founding myths around the world, the Kojiki is no exception and tells of the 

creation of Japan, therefore the world, the divine couple, Izanagi and Izanami, after turning 

around the "heavenly pillar" Ama no hashira. Planted in the earth and drawn to the heavens, a 

tree, a branch of sakaki or a spear stuck in the ground and decorated with offerings, they are 

the link between the natural and the supernatural, the ideal residence in which to humbly 

invite the kami: "[...] the numeral appended to the name to count the number of kami is 

hashira " column. "[...] The word hashira recalls the time when the gods were supposed to 

live on trees or stakes: as trees or poles fetishes, as kami. "9 

 

Whether this duality between built jinja and natural jinja is hidden like the shin no mi-hashira 

or otherwise clearly visible, what are the conditions of their co-existence? 

 

As worthy and monumental as shinto architecture may be, and despite the strong institutional, 

religious and political power it represents, it seems that the built jinja is not enough to exist 

for itself. The shinden is sacred because it houses the go-shintai, divine body of the kami, but 

especially by a contagion of sacredness, transmitted by the natural elements in the same 

keidai enclosure. The choice of the construction site is justified by the presence of such 

natural elements and Professor Sokyo Ono wrote about this: " The location of a shrine is not 

merely a matter of finding a vacant piece of land. As a general rule shrines are related in 

some manner to their natural surrounding. They are in a given location because of some 

special tree, grove, rock, cave, mountain, river, or the seashore, for example […]. Not 

infrequently in rural communities shrines are so completely concealed in dense groves or 

forests that only the local residents are aware of their existence. "10 

On the other hand, the natural elements revered in Shintoism cannot be self-sufficient since 

the introduction of Buddhism. In fact, such an elaborated religion could have made disappear 

a cult that seems so primitive as shintō rituals. Shinto survived the introduction of Buddhism 

9 MARTIN J.-M., ibid, p.53 
10 SOKYO Ono, Shinto, the kami way, p.27 
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and remained alive in Japanese popular faith by growing generally to a certain level of 

development while perpetuating its most primitive rituals at the same time. 

Jinja has developed a more monumental architecture while perpetuating the oldest 

shamanistic and animistic traditions of ancient shintō, and this duality has withstood fierce 

competition from Buddhism newly arrived from continent. Each requiring the presence of the 

other nearby to legitimize its shintō shrine status, built and unbuilt jinja do not maintain a 

hierarchical or competition relationship. They are complementary and have a vital 

dependence to each other. 

 

If this interdependence exists, it is clear that the establishment of a sanctuary has for reason or 

excuse the presence of a remarkable natural element, but there should also be examples of 

"reverse" cases when it is not a waterfall or a huge rock that obviously preceded the shinden, 

is it possible that a natural element was placed intentionally in a given location, such as a 

large stone transported by several men, in order to somehow justify the building of a shrine in 

this particular place? 

The question is highly taboo because the intended effect is to give the illusion that the natural 

element harboring an august kami is there since time immemorial, but the example of the 

Himukai Daijingu shrine illustrates it well. Also known as the " Kyō no Ise", "the Ise of 

Kyoto", it is located in the Yamashina area near Keage at the foot of the Hi no oka hill. 

Attached to the Ise shrine, so dedicated to the worship of the sun goddess Amaterasu Ō-mi-

kami, it is made with shinmei zukuri style. The sandō goes up the hill towards the east to the 

ablution pavilion, then bends to the left to reveal the haiden oratory and the Gekū outer shrine 

facing south. The sandō continues straight north on a small bridge over a tiny pond, then 

climbs a few stairs to get to the Naikū inner shrine. Just to the left of the entrance to the Naikū, 

stands a big stone surrounded by a shimenawa rope. To the east of these two main shrines are 

several small annex shrines. 
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Himukai daijingū shrine general view 

 

Going by the small path to the west of the Naikū, after about fifty yards, appears a small cave 

called Ama no iwa to "The rocky gate of heaven" . 
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Ama no iwa to 天の岩戸 cave, in the precincts of Himukai daijingū shrine 

 

 

This cave actually forms a tunnel in the rock, cranking at right angles. At this elbow is placed 

a tiny shrine, To-gakushi jinja " hiding door shrine ", dedicated to the god Ame-no-ta-jikara-

no-kami “powerful hand male God”. Every February 3rd for setsubun, during a matsuri called 

nuke mairi people cross the tunnel in order to purify the stains of the year endind, and enter 

the new year in a state of purity and prepared to welcome good fortune. This feature refers to 

the famous episode of the cave reported in the ancient texts, in which the kamis improvise a 

matsuri sacrifice to the sun goddess Amaterasu Ō-mi-kami out of the cave she fled in, 

exceeded by the outrageous attitude of her brother Susano-o-no-mikoto. 

What we called "cave" is actually a bent tunnel dug into the rock. In the absence of a natural 

element that might motivate the foundation of the Himukai Daijingu shrine in this precise 

location, it seems that it was created in order to justify the choice of this site. Truly natural 
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element or pastiche, we have to believe this cave ancient and really housing a kami. To doubt 

it would be to doubt the legitimacy of this shrine in the jinja landscape of Kyoto. 

 

But back to the two assumptions about the relationship that built jinja and natural jinja, 

considering in a first case that they seem to be complementary, in a second case, let us 

consider that on the contrary they would maintain a ratio of similarity. INAGAKI Eizo 

explains in a chapter on himorogi11 the direct descent, he says, between himorogi and kasuga 

and nagare style shinden. These two styles, by far the most common in Japan, are the smallest 

buildings in the history of shintō architecture: one bay wide, with opening gear for kasuga 

style opening on the long side, the roof extending beyond the front to form a canopy. The 

base part of these pavilions is transportable like an o-mikoshi palanquins. These pavilions can 

be seen for example in the sanctuaries Kamigamo and Shimogamo in Kyoto. Due to their 

small size, they could be transported fairly easily if wanted, we must see these kasuga and 

nagare style pavilions as objects rather than as constructions. It appears to us a similarity with 

the rock: both are objects to worship. 

The Ujigami shrine in Uji near Kyoto, linked to the Kamo shrines just previously mentioned 

as well, is said to be physically the oldest shintō shrine (about 1060). What people call its 

honden is actually a pavilion housing itself three tiny pavilions, one might almost say shrines. 

Just to the left from the pavilion protecting those three little honden, stands a huge sacred 

stone, surmounted by a bunch of smaller stones. The size of this stone is comparable to the 

size of the hondens hidden in the large main lodge. 

11 INAGAKI Eizō, ibid., 神籬 p.173-175 
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Ujigami shrine sacred stone 宇治上神社. 

 

Whether the built and unbuilt jinja maintain a complementary relationship in a case, or where 

they are otherwise similar in the other case, it seems that the size of the pavilion determines 

this relationship: complementarity if the pavilion is monumental, similarity if it is small. 

 

It is important to understand this duality of the jinja. Not to take into consideration the 

pavilions of shintō shrines would be to ignore an important part of the shintō cult and 

Japanese folk beliefs. The natural elements in the shrines or in the immediate vicinity are the 

abode of the kamis, who have the power to cause all the disasters and all diseases if angry, or 

otherwise provide all the benefits and abundant food if willing to hear the prayers of the 
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faithful. These prayers since time immemorial until now, are to fertility, abundant food, 

protection against diseases and natural disasters, in a word: survival. 

 

 

3. Commentaries on the visit of the Kamosu shrine (Matsue, Shimane prefecture), 

and Himukai daijingū shrine (Kyoto). 

 

 

How to apprehend a new culture, knowing nothing about its language, customs, traditions and 

religious rituals? Claude Lévy-Strauss (1908-2009), French anthropologist and ethnologist, 

raised this question in most of his works. He raised this question especially in “Tristes 

tropiques”12, one of his most famous works. In this book, he considers how to relativize the 

different cultures. He considers the Western culture not as a reference but as one of the 

multiple cultures on Earth. The very innovating point of view and maybe the reason for this 

book to be so famous was that Lévy-Strauss exhort not to see foreign cultures (in his case 

“primitive” cultures) in an exotic way. To quit this exotic and orientalist point of view allows 

us to a better understanding of foreign culture. 

As a foreigner, I challenged myself and tried to adopt this method, or should I say this way of 

thinking, for the observation of Japanese Shinto shrines. 

I would like to focus on two of these shrines: one not so famous situated in Kyoto, the 

Himukai daijingū shrine, and one quite famous situated in Shimane prefecture, the Kamosu 

shrine. 

12 Claude LEVY-STRAUSS, Tristes tropiques, 1955, Plon editions, Terre humaine collection. 
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The torii indicates the way to the shrine. To make sure it is the right jinja, the name is 

indicated on the vertical stone standing in front of the torii: Himukai daijingū. The jinja does 

not show on the road like Buddhist temples. While Buddhist temples show their magnificent 

entrance and monumental architecture from the road, Shinto shrines are signalled only by a 

discreet torii. As shown on the picture above, at that point the shrine pavilions cannot be seen 

yet. 
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On the way, the principal path separates in two different ones. I hesitate for a couple of 

seconds, but then I realize that of course the stone lantern and above all a second torii show 

the way to the shrine. 

 

 
Nature becomes more and more omnipresent as I step towards the shrine. The light dicreases 

and it becomes darker and darker under the trees as I get closer. 
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Suddenly it gets luminous again, for I reach an open space. I can see a small shrine from here. 

I wonder if I reached my goal already. I suspect it to be an annex shrine and not the main one. 

 

 
Indeed it was an annex. As I get closer to this annex shrine, I can guess from the fox shaped 

guardian statues that it is dedicated to Inari, the goddess of the abundant harvest. This kind of 

annex shrine dedicated to Inari looks extremely popular and common in every region of Japan, 

and it proves the importance of the culture of rice and praying for a good harvest. 
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As the honden is hard to be seen from its front part, I observe it from the side. The small size 

of the pavilion is quite remarkable, to me. It looks like a miniature, rather than a building. 

 

 
I step back a little bit to the main way, to observe the ablution pavilion. I need no explanation 

to understand the function of purification and the use of the little ladles disposed there. The 

use of water to purify the body and mind is universal, it seems, and I have no difficulty to link 

it to the Christian or Islamic purification rituals before entering the sacred space for Christians 

or before praying for Muslims. 
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As I climb the stairs to the main shrine, I reach the torii. This point allows me to apprehend 

the totality of the different pavilions of the shrine: the sacred dance hall in the first plan, the 

Outer shrine on the middle plan, and finally the Inner shrine on the rear plan. 

 

 
As I could observe quite commonly in many shrines, here too the pavilions are aligned. It is 

visible from the dance pavilion that it is strictly aligned to the haiden and honden pavilion. It 

illustrates the influence of Buddhist disposition: symmetry and axiality have migrated from 

Buddhist to Shinto architecture. 
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Between the dance pavilion and the Outer shrine, on the right hand, can be observed a very 

small annex shrine. I can read later that it is dedicated to the God Sarutahiko. This image is 

very strong and very relevant to me, and that is why I aim to show this picture in a large size. 

The picture above shows the little shrine, so tiny that its size barely exceeds the one of its 

small stone basement. On the immediate rear we can see two small trees, symbolizing, it 

seems, a couple and by extension: fertility and abundance. 

 

 
It can be surprising to observe this kind of architecture: somehow it suggests a very primitive 

and rural architecture. The very low and thatched roof reminds strongly of this kind of rural 

houses. 
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These archaic forms (thatched roof, unpainted wooden elements) are still perpetuated, 

irremediably. More than adopting the latest and most elaborated forms, Japanese people 

perpetuates the same original forms. 

 

 
Some elements are more difficult to interpret for a foreigner: what can represent this go-hei, 

in the center of this white pebbles area? I still wonder if this was originally a sacred well or 

another object of worship. 
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The path leads to the naiku, and most people would think the visit ends up there, at least the 

Western and Japanese scholars also would make it end there. But the path turns to the left, 

becomes narrow and wild. It leads to a small cave in the mountain. 

This artificial cave, I mentioned it on the second chapter of this work, and I still find it curious 

to interpret: if it is taboo to doubt that that cave is original and was there before the foundation 

of the shrine. There is no trace of this crucial question: is it possible that a remarkable natural 

element would be put there or fabricated to justify the foundation of a shrine in a certain 

location? 
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Now I would like to focus on a famous shrine, though lost in a very rural location: the 

Kamosu shrine. This shrine is situated in Matsue, not so far from the Yaegaki shrine that was 

mentioned about Lafcadio Hearn, in the first chapter of this work. I will not repeat the 

comments on this first chapter about the historic and mysterious region of Izumo. 

 

 
We could see in the second chapter, about the duality of the shrine, how the shinto cult is 

closely linked to the rural culture and to the culture of rice. The above picture of a rice field  

was taken right next to the shrine. 
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The first torii has a majestic aspect, and reminds of the description of Lafcadio Hearn about 

Izumo shrine. The picture shows some steps after the torii, and the light decreasing under the 

dense trees. 

 

 
The above picture shows an ablution place, that has nothing special but its extreme simplicity. 

The shape of the ustensils, made of the simplest materials imaginable, this is something I 

could see there at Kamosu shrine, but not mentioned in any book. Scholars like Ponsonby-

Fane, interested much in Imperial Shinto rather than in popular shinto, avoid to write about 

this kind of images and impressions. Maybe if Lafcadio Hearn had visited this place, he 
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would have been struck by the simplicity and rusticity of this, just like he describes his 

impressions of Yaegaki jinja. 

 

 
The steps leads right to haiden, and can be seen from now the huge shimenawa adorning the 

pavilion. The haiden looks much less impressive than it seemed from downstairs: I wonder if 

the optical effect was intentional. 
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I should have explained it before, but this visit of Kamosu shrine was made before I visited 

Izumo shrine the next day. So I saw for real a pure example of taisha zukuri before I ever 

entered the precincts of Izumo. In fact I could see a sort of miniature Izumo shrine much 

better than in the original: indeed, the fence protecting Izumo shrine honden in closed , and it 

allows to see only the upper part of the roof. 
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I took no information about the plan or the history of Kamosu shrine before I visited it for the 

first time, unlike for Izumo shrine. And I must confess I did not notice that the plan is inverted 

in the case of Kamosu shrine. It is shown in every book about shinto shrine, and I could 

compare both plans later in Inagaki Eizō’s books. That is the point of the second chapter of 

this work, the documents about shinto shrine are exclusively about the buildings, and 

especially the honden, in every book dealing with History of Japanese architecture. 
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Though Izumo and Kamosu shrines both have a symmetric plan, only the location of the 

throne of the deity is inverted. The general view in the picture above allows to see that the 

stairs leading to the honden are on the right side in Kamosu shrine, and the same for Izumo, 

and this means that the way from the entrance to the shinza is shorter in Kamosu shrine. 
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A pair of sakaki, with a mirror between, I could figure out these kind of ritual objects thanks 

to the works of r.-p. Jean-Marie Martin. His name was mentioned a couple of time in the 

present work, because he is a reference among Western scholar due to his studies on Ancient 

Shintoism. 

 

The roof is extremely majestuous in taisha zukuri, made of hinoki. The contrast with Ise jingo 

is great, though the latter is incomparably dignified as well. 
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The structure Izumo and Kamosu shrines is one the simplest but also the most interesting in 

Shinto architecture. It is possible to observe the pillars from very close in Kamosu, and to 

compare the sizes of the different pillars between them. 

 
Except the honden, that is the easiest pavilion to understand for non-Japanese visitors, the 

great number of annex pavilions can be confusing. As L.Hearn mentions it about Yaegaki 

shrine, one can see that each annex is dedicated to a kami, but it feels like most of us 

foreigners do not have the basic knowledge on Shinto myths to be able to understand. 
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The size of some annex shrines is so small that one can barely call them “shrine”. Referring to 

the study I propose in the second chapter of this work about the duality of the jinja, the above 

picture shows a pair of shrines that can be considered more like objects than constructions. 
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The rest of the precincts of Kamosu present a very wild and primitive aspect of Shinto. The 

presence of the trees and wild nature is strong, and some stepping-stones lead to an archaic 

torii, I must say the most archaic I have ever seen: it consists on two long vertical sticks 

joinded on the upper part by a horizontal bamboo stick. A primitive shimenawa adorns the 

torii. The stepping-stone ends up to a tiny annex shrine, and something that seems like a 

himorogi. 

 
Two sakaki and two long sticks adorned by a go-hei on their upper part, protected and over all 

delimitated by a small fence. Again, the symbol of a couple giving fertility, a good harvest 

and abundant food, these symbols are now understandable by everyone who learns the very 

essence of shinto. 
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